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Full Legal Disclaimer
This research presentation expresses our research opinions. You should assume that as of the publication date of any presentation, report or letter, Spruce Point Capital
Management LLC (“SPCM”) (possibly along with or through our members, partners, affiliates, employees, and/or consultants) along with our subscribers and clients has a
short position in all stocks (and are long/short combinations of puts and calls on the stock) covered herein, including without limitation Nuvei Corp (“NVEI”) and therefore
stand to realize significant gains in the event that the price declines. Following publication of any presentation, report or letter, we intend to continue transacting in the
securities covered therein, and we may be long, short, or neutral at any time hereafter regardless of our initial recommendation. All expressions of opinion are subject to
change without notice, and Spruce Point Capital Management does not undertake to update this report or any information contained herein. Spruce Point Capital
Management, subscribers and/or consultants shall have no obligation to inform any investor or viewer of this report about their historical, current, and future trading
activities.
This research presentation expresses our research opinions, which we have based upon interpretation of certain facts and observations, all of which are based upon publicly
available information, and all of which are set out in this research presentation. Any investment involves substantial risks, including complete loss of capital. There can be no
assurance that any statement, information, projection, estimate, or assumption made reference to directly or indirectly in this presentation will be realized or accurate. Any
forecasts, estimates, and examples are for illustrative purposes only and should not be taken as limitations of the minimum or maximum possible loss, gain, or outcome. Any
information contained in this report may include forward looking statements, expectations, pro forma analyses, estimates, and projections. You should assume these types of
statements, expectations, pro forma analyses, estimates, and projections may turn out to be incorrect for reasons beyond Spruce Point Capital Management LLC’s control.
This is not investment or accounting advice nor should it be construed as such. Use of Spruce Point Capital Management LLC’s research is at your own risk. You should do
your own research and due diligence, with assistance from professional financial, legal and tax experts, before making any investment decision with respect to securities
covered herein. All figures assumed to be in US Dollars, unless specified otherwise.
To the best of our ability and belief, as of the date hereof, all information contained herein is accurate and reliable and does not omit to state material facts necessary to
make the statements herein not misleading, and all information has been obtained from public sources we believe to be accurate and reliable, and who are not insiders or
connected persons of the stock covered herein or who may otherwise owe any fiduciary duty or duty of confidentiality to the issuer, or to any other person or entity that was
breached by the transmission of information to Spruce Point Capital Management LLC. However, Spruce Point Capital Management LLC recognizes that there may be nonpublic information in the possession of NVEI or other insiders of NVEI that has not been publicly disclosed by NVEI. Therefore, such information contained herein is presented
“as is,” without warranty of any kind – whether express or implied. Spruce Point Capital Management LLC makes no other representations, express or implied, as to the
accuracy, timeliness, or completeness of any such information or with regard to the results to be obtained from its use.
This report’s estimated fundamental value only represents a best efforts estimate of the potential fundamental valuation of a specific security, and is not expressed as, or
implied as, assessments of the quality of a security, a summary of past performance, or an actionable investment strategy for an investor. This is not an offer to sell or a
solicitation of an offer to buy any security, nor shall any security be offered or sold to any person, in any jurisdiction in which such offer would be unlawful under the
securities laws of such jurisdiction. Spruce Point Capital Management LLC is registered with the SEC as an investment advisor. However, you should not assume that any
discussion or information contained in this presentation serves as the receipt of personalized investment advice from Spruce Point Capital Management LLC. Spruce Point
Capital Management LLC is not registered as a broker/dealer or accounting firm.
All rights reserved. This document may not be reproduced or disseminated in whole or in part without the prior written consent of Spruce Point Capital Management LLC.
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Spruce Point Has A Track Record In
Canadian Shareholder Activism
Spruce Point has a track record of producing critical and thought-provoking research related to highly promoted public
companies in the Canadian gaming and technology space.
TSO3

Company:
Exchange: Ticker

NYSE and TSX: LSPD

TSX: IT

TSX: TOS

NYSE and TSX: MAXR

Report Date

September 29, 2021

December 17, 2015

August 23, 2017

Aug 7, 2018

RBC/TD/CIBC/National
Bank/BMO

Canaccord/Mackie/Nat’l
Bank/Cormark

Canaccord/RBC/Scotia/GMP

Canaccord/RBC/TD/CIBC/GMP/
BMO/Nat’l Bank/Scotia

Stock Brokers
Who Said “Buy”
•

Spruce Point’s
Criticisms

•
•
•
•
•

Successful
Outcome

•
•
•

A cash degenerative North
American roll-up of point-of-sale
commerce solutions, has inflated
its Total Addressable Market
(TAM), customer counts, and Gross
Transaction Volume (GTV)
Overpaying for acquisitions and
evidence of slowing (and declining)
organic growth
Troubles with highly promoted
Lightspeed Payments
60%-80% downside potential
Lightspeed denied our report as
“misleading”
The Company provided an outlook
on its Q3 2021 conference call that
showed widening losses
The revenue outlook for the year
also was below Street expectations
The share price declined by
approximately 60% since the
report date
Various brokers have already
lowered their price targets

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Stock promotion of a poorly
organized online gaming roll-up
CEO FitzGerald has a checkered
past with ties to questionable
people
Ties to Amaya, a company being
investigated by regulators
Management Incentive Program is
flawed and unjustly enriches
insiders
Questionable financial reporting
and accounting practices
Overvaluation: 45%-70% downside
Intertain initiated a strategic
review upon the report release
Feb 2016, CEO FitzGerald resigns
from Intertain (source)
Intertain delists from the TSX in Jan
2017 and re-lists its shares in the
UK -- claiming that the Canadian
markets don’t value its business
(source)
Analyst price targets of C$28.00
were never achieved. Shares hit a
low of C$7.13, down 42%

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Poorly promoted Canadian medical
technology company, with limited
product value
Disclosure issues obfuscate actual end
market sales, and overstatement of total
addressable market
Over-promotion of a partnership with
Getinge that would be destined to fail
Terrible insider alignment with mgmt.
owning 1% of shares
80%+ downside when Getinge deal fails

On Jan 25, 2018, TSO3 discloses
amendments to the Getinge partnership,
validating Spruce Point’s criticisms
(source)
Multiple brokers downgrade shares from
>C$5.00 to C$2.00
Share price made a low of C$0.48 in
Oct 2018, down 81%

•
•

•

•

•
•
•

MDA’s acquisition of DigitalGlobe
driven by the need to cover problems
in its satellite business, including a
forthcoming decline in the
geostationary satellite industry
Brazen accounting scheme including
inflation of intangible assets to
overstated Non-IFRS EPS
Dangerously levered at 5.8x when
taking into account off-balance sheet
liabilities make Maxar’s dividend at
high risk of being cut or eliminated
Analyst estimates are too high, and
goodwill and asset impairment looms

Maxar’s twice attempted to “refute”
our conclusions, yet its share price
collapsed 90% following our report
and lingers near a multi-year low
Maxar took a $386m asset write-down
and impairment loss (source)
Multiple resignations including CEO
and Chief Accounting Officer
Dividend cut to one penny (source)

The recommendations shown above are not intended to be exhaustive or represent investment returns following Spruce Point’s research campaigns. A full list of all recommendations made over the past twelve months
can be found on our website
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Executive Summary

Spruce Point Estimates 40% - 60% ($39 - $58/sh)
Downside Risk To Nuvei Corp (NVEI) Share Price
After conducting a forensic financial and accounting review, Spruce Point believes shares of Nuvei Corp. (TSX and Nasdaq: NVEI), a highly promoted
payments processing technology company, has covered up a pattern of business failures, lack of organic growth, and a web of relationships with
individuals connected to major Ponzi Schemes and alleged fraudulent activities. Nuvei claims it was founded in 2003 and its predecessor was Pivotal
Payments. However, conspicuously absent from the narrative is that CEO Phil Fayer operated PaySystems. PaySystems collapsed, leaving aggrieved
merchant customers across North America without their money, and multiple claims of fraud by CEO Fayer. During this time period, we have evidence that
Fayer embellished his educational credentials by falsely claiming he graduated from Concordia University. Furthermore, Nuvei’s CFO’s biography fails to
disclose he was CFO of FireOne Group, floated on London’s AIM exchange, and whose parent disgorged $19.2m in criminal proceeds. From 2010-2018, we
have evidence that Pivotal wasn’t growing until a new round of private capital and a shift toward European acquisitions. Now on its third rebrand, Nuvei is
reporting remarkable financial success, wildly expanded margins at its European targets, and cash flow after years of operating in the red. Buyer beware:
Nuvei’s financial disclosures are weak and we believe results are being temporarily enhanced from concentrated exposure to high risk gaming and
eCommerce. Nuvei’s EVP of Partnerships was recently referenced in a $100m fraud and disappeared from the website, along with its Senior Legal Counsel.
In addition, we believe Nuvei does business with the adult film industry, which could make its stock ownership unpalatable to ESG focused funds. Nuvei
commands a premium valuation, but we believe it should trade at a discount to incorporate our documented concerns. We see 40% – 60% downside risk.
Three
Rebrands And
Now Nuvei,
Fool Us Once,
Twice, But Not
Three Times
CEO Fayer Has
A Concerning
Background
Including
Misstating His
Education And
An Arrest
Record
Fayer Has A
Propensity For
Buying
Businesses
Tied to Ponzi
Schemes And
Controversial
People

• We find clear evidence that Fayer claimed to have graduated from Concordia University in Montreal. However, years later an article
would state he never graduated, and today his biography claims he “attended.” Another old public biography states he attended school
in West Palm Beach, Florida. County records show Philip Fayer was arrested on a criminal traffic offense
• PaySystems ended on inauspicious circumstances, with many of its customers – small business merchants – left on the hook without
payment from Fayer’s company. This led to a number of websites popping up, including paystemsfraud.com where former clients of
Fayer didn’t mince words in claiming he stole from them, and is a fraud
• After a re-brand to Pivotal Payments, we find additional evidence that it continued to pursue aggressive business practices by
overcharging customers, and leaving vocal critics of its allegedly unethical behavior
• In addition, we find a web of suspicious business activity connecting Fayer to multiple entities and individuals embroiled in litigation for
facilitating the operation of numerous Ponzi Schemes and fraudulent activity:
 Acquired SafeCharge, founded by Teddy Sagi, an Israeli businessman who spent time in prison for bribery and fraud.
SafeCharge’s Chairman Withers omitted from his biography his Director role at FireOne Group, where he worked with Nuvei’s CFO
Schwartz – the same company whose parent entered into a non-prosecution agreement with the U.S. Dept of Justice
 Acquired Vantage Payments, an entity tied to the adult film industry. Its founder is currently suspected of hiding assets from his
involvement in TelexFree, one of the world’s broadest Ponzi Schemes. Another Vantage Managing Director was named in a
lawsuit as brokering business on behalf of Rex Ventures Group, another bona fide Ponzi Scheme. Yet another Vantage employee
has been tied to a boiler room scheme and an SEC-charged individual. Vantage also was a referral agent for Allied Wallet, which
recently settled charges of operating a $100m+ fraud scheme
 Acquired Base Commerce with minimal deal costs. Its co-founder, who was a Pivotal executive, is also embroiled in the TelexFree
scandal and had a prior relationship with Vantage. Ever since closing, revenues have declined organically
 Reportedly acquired Fifth Manhattan during a period a purported founder and his partner were later sent to prison for fraud
• Now on its third re-brand, as one review site eloquently put it, “Unfortunately, we haven’t seen any evidence that Nuvei has changed
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any of the shady business practices that made the Pivotal Payments brand name so toxic.”

Spruce Point Estimates 40% - 60% ($39 - $58/sh)
Downside Risk To Nuvei Corp (NVEI) Share Price
Nuvei’s
CFO and Chief
Corporate
Development
Officer Have
Biographies
That
Conspicuously
Fail To
Disclose Prior
Executive
Roles That
Would Link
Involvement To
Illegal Activity
At Optimal /
FireOne Group

Allan Lacoste
A Top Nuvei
Executive and
EVP of
Partnerships
Mysteriously
Left Nuvei Along
With Its Senior
Legal Counsel
Lacoste Was
Referenced In An
Alleged
$100M Fraud

• In November 2018, Nuvei appointed David Schwartz as CFO to lead the finance, legal and human capital
functions. The press release said that Mr. Schwartz “was also part of Optimal Payments’ founding group in 1999,
having spent almost a decade at the global payments provider.” In December 2020, Nuvei hired Neil Erlick as
Chief Corporate Development Officer and stated he spent nearly two decades at Paysafe Group
• Optimal Payments was part of Optimal Group, Inc (Nasdaq: OPMR), a Montreal Canada, U.S. listed public
company. Prior to this, we find that Mr. Schwartz was CFO of SureFire Commerce (which was re-named Terra
Payments) and operated Firepay. Terra Payments later merged with Optimal Robotics Corp. In May 2005, Optimal
Group completed the IPO of its gaming payments business on the AIM exchange in London under the name FireOne
Group Plc (AIM: FPA LN). Mr. Schwartz (CFO) and Mr. Elick (Merchant Services Director) were named executives
• On October 13, 2006, the United States Unlawful Internet Gambling Enforcement Act of 2006 was enacted. Upon
passage of the Act, FireOne Group immediately ceased processing settlement transactions originating from the U.S.
customers that may be viewed as related to online gaming. These transactions represented approximately 81% of
FireOne Group's total payment processing services revenue for 2006. FireOne’s share price collapsed and Optimal
later repurchased its public minority stake
• The U.S. Attorney’s office later reached a settlement with Optimal, which “agreed to forfeit approximately $19.2 million
in criminal proceeds derived from processing payments for illegal Internet gambling for its Firepay electronic wallet.”
This appears to be direct evidence linking Schwartz and Erlick of FireOne Group to these activities
• In August 2017, Nuvei hired Allan Lacoste as named executive who took on the role of EVP of North American
partnerships. In the press release, his biography was vague about his prior roles and companies. We find
evidence of a work history timeline inconsistency
• An August 2021 YouTube video chronicles an alleged $100m fraud being perpetuated by companies involving
Ecommerce SaaS and Tanagram Systems. In a lawsuit Khazzra Maaranu vs. ECommerce SaaS LLC, Mr.
Maaranu claims that his partner Darnell Ponder worked with Allan Lacoste of Nuvei (who received payments)
and Jon Lakatos to facilitate movement of business to Tanagram Payments. He alleges Ponder and his
associates engaged in unethical behavior to cheat clients and impair his Ecommerce equity. Mr. Maaranu even
alleges that when he visited the office he saw organizational charts including “Philip something from Nuvei”
• In June and October 2021, Nuvei launched two equity offerings. We now observe that Mr. Lacoste’s biography
has been removed from Nuvei’s website. In addition, Amy Satov, Nuvei’s Senior Legal Counsel, also
mysteriously disappeared from Nuvei’s website after March 2021. Nuvei did not make any securities filings in
relation to the resignation or termination of two key top executives. Spruce Point believes Nuvei needs to
explain why these two executives mysteriously departed
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Spruce Point Estimates 40% - 60% ($39 - $58/sh)
Downside Risk To Nuvei Corp (NVEI) Share Price
• By using the Wayback Machine, and looking carefully at CEO Fayer’s biography, we see that Pivotal claimed 90,000
merchants starting from Nov 2015 – July 2017. This figure declined to 70,000 merchants in March 2019. Currently, it
claims 50,000+ merchants as of 12/31/20 and does not provide quarterly updates
Evidence
of North
American
Organic
Growth
Declining

• Nuvei’s IPO risk factors still claim a dependence on small and medium-sized (SMB) business, but it has been talking
up its focus on larger enterprises. Yet, Nuvei does not quantify exposures to SMBs vs. enterprise customers
• Old press articles indicate Pivotal had approximately $150m of sales in 2010 and was growing 25% to 45% per year.
In its IPO prospectus, it reported approximately $150m of sales in 2018, which suggests a long period of no growth
• We believe Nuvei makes it difficult to ascertain its true organic growth since it came public. However, by looking at
2020 geographic segment reporting, and assuming that its SafeCharge acquisition accounted for all foreign revenue
contribution, we observe that both U.S. and Canadian revenues declined organically by -3.3% and -7.6%, respectively.
Nuvei doesn’t provide quarterly geographic revenue to see how trends have progressed in 2021

• Based on our conversations with former employees, and a comment made by SafeCharge’s former CEO, we
believe it was facing competitive challenges in the North American market, and consolidation was desirable. Nuvei
spent approximately $900m to acquire SafeCharge in 2019, which increased its exposure to the European gaming
industry. SafeCharge was co-founded by Teddy Sagi, who first made headlines in Israel in 1994 when he was
SafeCharge
arrested and charged with manipulating the value of stock in a widespread banking fraud
First Pivot To • Based on our research, we believe SafeCharge’s growth prospects were waning and that the integration didn’t go
European
according to plan. As one former employee commented, “Targets for integration and migration were unrealistic. I
Acquisitions
think their understanding of the variances and the level of effort it was going to require to take the SafeCharge
While
platform to North America was underestimated.”
Providing
Limited
• Due to accounting changes and opaque financial reporting post close, Nuvei has made it difficult to ascertain
Disclosures
SafeCharge’s growth profile. In the pre-acquisition 2018 period, SafeCharge reported revenue growth of 24%, but
profit margin fell by 340 basis points. Under Nuvei in 2019, we estimate SafeCharge’s revenue grew 20%, yet profit
Margin
margins expanded 2,060 basis points. Nuvei admits, “SafeCharge and Smart2Pay have a higher relative cost of
Expansion of
2,060bps
revenue than Nuvei’s operation in the North American market due to costs associated with its merchant servicing
Hard To
model.” Furthermore, Nuvei disclosed just $1.2m of severance and integration costs in 2019, a minimal amount that
Reconcile
could hardly explain such significant profit margin expansion. We call on Nuvei to explain how this is possible?
• Also during the course of our research, a former employee told us that recent performance has been inflated by
two customers and SafeCharge acquired a very large gambling contract (one of the biggest in the UK), which
contributed a lot to growth. If this is the case, we believe Nuvei has not been transparent about growth
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Concerns
With
Smart2Pay
And its
2,000bp+
Margin
Expansion

North
American
eCommerce
Driving
Results
But Beware:
Nuvei’s North
American
eCommerce
Leader Has
Connections
Controversial
People

• Nuvei says it entered into a purchase agreement to acquire Smart2Pay on May 17, 2020. Yet, according to the
Wayback Machine, Smart2Pay was already listed as “A Nuvei Company” in advance of the purchase agreement
being signed. This appears suspicious and could suggest that Nuvei either already owned or controlled Smart2Pay
prior to its purchase, or pulled forward financial results earlier than it otherwise should have for the combined entity
• Between deal announcement on May 17, 2020 and closing in Q4 2020 (Nov 2020), Nuvei paid approximately 40%
more for Smart2Pay. Nuvei’s auditor highlighted the intangible asset valuation as a “Critical Audit Matter”
• The last financial statements filed by Smart2Pay in the Netherlands, indicate double digit declines in key profitability
metrics through 2019. The ratio of EBIT to Gross Margin contracted by 680 basis points
• We estimate that Smart2Pay’s net profit margins ballooned from 28.5% (pre-acquisition 2019) to 49.2% (post close
2020). This is despite Smart2Pay having a higher processing cost (cost of revenue) than Nuvei. Furthermore, Nuvei
recorded just $741k of severance and integration costs in 2020, and the Wayback Machine shows no changes in
pricing. In the context of wildly increasing margins being reported by Smart2Pay following the close, we investigated
its revenue post closing. Our analysis suggests that Smart2Pay’s revenues declined by approximately 6% in Q1
2021 post closing. We call on Nuvei to explain how Smart2Pay experienced such dramatic margin improvement
• eCommerce has been a growing focus of Nuvei, and the Company regularly reports its growing percent of volumes
from this area: from 72% in Q1’20 to 83% in Q3’21. As a result, we believe investors should carefully evaluate the
person in charge of North American eCommerce partnerships
• Moe Tassoudji is Nuvei’s VP of North American eCommerce. His biography on Nuvei’s website is terse and he has
no LinkedIn profile. There is evidence he is also connected to Vantage Payments, which we mentioned earlier has
two executives associated with major Ponzi Schemes. He has also owned Club Jenna in the adult firm industry
• Mr. Tassoudji is connected to Gary Thomas a/k/a Gary Thomas Vojtesak. Gary Thomas was charged by the SEC
with securities fraud and market manipulation involving Exotics.com which operated adult websites. Mr. Thomas
also owned ZaaZoom Solutions, and Mr. Tassoudji was COO. A lawsuit alleged through various companies Mr.
Tassoudji and his associate owned and operated, that ZaaZoom ran a scam where they lured people into applying
for payday loans on Internet websites. The case was settled between the parties
• Mr. Tassoudji’s name is listed in San Diego civil court in relation to two entities: Dallas Switch Partners and Fiberline
Network Communications, LP. Both of these entities are named as defendants in an SEC lawsuit also brought
against Brokers Investment Corporation (“BIC”). According to an LA Times article, 6,000 people lost millions with
the Fiberline deals and BIC operated as a high-pressure boiler room sales operation. The SEC alleged that at least
$40 million was either pocketed for personal use by top officers of Brokers Investment and Fiberline, diverted for
unrelated businesses or used as part of a fraudulent Ponzi Scheme
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Multiple
Revisions To
“High
Growth
Verticals”
Slide
Financial
Revisions
Occurring
Without
Being
Called Out
Key
Risk Factor
Added
Insiders
Cashing Out
Overvalued
Relative To
Peers And
Portfolio of
Acquisitions

• Analysts are resoundingly bullish on Nuvei with 75% saying “Buy”, 25% the equivalent of “Neutral” and none saying
“Sell”. No analysts raise skepticism about management’s history of destroying value, why it prefers to acquire
businesses from individuals that have either plead guilty to fraud or been embroiled in lawsuits related to Ponzi
Schemes, and how it has miraculously gone from losing money to generating robust cash flow
• There are various subtle signs that the recent expansion in Nuvei’s financial performance and share price
may be moderating:
 Nuvei announced new Chief Marketing and Technology Officers on October 1, 2021. Eleven year veteran CTO
Keith Birdsong is leaving. Nuvei is talking about pulling forward investment, which we view negatively. Our former
employee interviews highlight that Nuvei still relies on many manual processes and lacks technology leadership
 Nuvei talks up Asia as a big opportunity, but recently retracted its claim of having a presence in China
 As described to us by a former employee, growth has benefited from a large gaming customer win in the UK that
has been adequately discussed and which may make future comps difficult to achieve
 A Clawback policy was adopted Oct 2021, financial revisions are starting to emerge and a new risk factor:
o Nuvei recently removed end market CAGRs and sales TAMs from its investor presentation slide discussing
“High Growth Verticals” despite claiming to offer medium and long-term volume and sales growth rates
o Revenue revisions in 2020 that were starting to emerge in the financial statements early, are now expanding to
the cash flow statement (Cash from operations and financing)
o A restatement of customer concentration of receivables for 2020 was quietly made in Q3 2021
o Cash flow has benefited from increasing payables faster than receivables and increasing negative working
capital in relation to sales. A slow down in business could create financial pressures
o New risk factor added Q3’21 that information provided to it by target acquisitions may not be accurate or
complete, and that Nuvei “has not independently verified the accuracy or completeness of such information”
• Nuvei is trading on the expectation of 31% sales growth in 2022, and investors who believe management’s medium
and long-term 30% volume and sales growth can continue
• Nuvei trades at a premium to industry peers at 15x and 34x 2022E sales and EBITDA and to prices it paid for its
acquisitions of 5.6x revenues. We believe a discount to its valuation should reflect our concerns around
management, and suspicious post-closing financial improvement in the performance of its targets
• If Nuvei traded closer to peer multiples at 6x – 9x and 15x – 20x 2022E sales and EBITDA, its share price would be
40% – 60% lower ($39.00 - $58.00 per share)
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Nuvei’s CEO And CFO’s Past Historical And Current
Close Business Relationships Should Cause Serious
Concern
Teddy Sagi
Past: Founder of SafeCharge
Past: Sent to prison for bribery and
fraud in Israel
Concerns: Nuvei acquired SafeCharge
in 2019 for almost $900 million, margins
quickly expanded without clarification
Moe Tassoudji
Current: Nuvei VP North American
eCommerce
Past: Vantage Payments
Past: ZaaZoom co-owned with Gary
Thomas Vojtesak, a man charged by the
SEC with fraud
Past: Owner Club Jenna, adult film
operator
Past: Payday Loan Resource Center
(WV Attorney General Lawsuit)
Past: Fiberline Comm / Brokers Investment
Corp, SEC alleged boiler room scheme

Nathan Shew
Past: Nuvei AVP Biz Development
Past: Managing Partner of Vantage
Payments, purchased by Nuvei in
2018
• Named in a lawsuit as having
brokered business on behalf of
Rex Venture Group
• Rex Venture Group was charged as
a Ponzi Scheme by the SEC

Roger Withers
Past: Chairman of SafeCharge
Past: Director FireOne Group
Nuvei acquired SafeCharge.
Withers biography fails to disclose
his Director role at FireOne Group
where Schwartz + Erlick worked

David Schwartz/Nuvei CFO
Past: CFO SureFire
Past: CFO FireOne Group
Concerns:
• Biography obscures his
leadership roles connected
to Firepay and FireOne
Group whose parent
entered into a nonprosecution agreement,
and forfeited ~$19.2m in
criminal proceed

Neil Erlick, Nuvei Chief
Corp Dev Officer
Past: FireOne Group

Merchant Services Director

Concerns:
Also conceals FireOne
connection

Phil Fayer,
Chairman/CEO of Nuvei
Past: Pivotal Payments
Past: PaySystems
Concerns:
• Criminal arrest record
in Florida (traffic)
• Misstated educational
credentials
• Obscured past failure
at PaySystems
• (fraud accusations)

Dustin Sparman
Past: Nuvei SVP Strategic Accounts
Past: Founder of Vantage Payments,
purchased by Nuvei in 2018
• Serviced TelexFree, one of the
world’s broadest Ponzi Schemes
• Worked with Allied Wallet, which
settled fraud charges it took $110m
from customers
• Vantage has served the adult film
industry
• The SEC and Dept of Homeland
Security have scrutinized Vantage

John Cooper and Richard Cesario
Past: Fifth Manhattan and CCMGRX
LLC. Internet sources say Pivotal
acquired Fifth Manhattan around the
time Cooper was affiliated with Fifth
Manhattan. Cooper and Cesario are
serving prison sentences

Allan Lacoste
Past: EVP Partnerships, North
America – Nuvei / Pivotal
Mysteriously disappeared
from website mid 2021
Past: Powerhouse Payments
and Total Merchant Services
Recently referenced in a
lawsuit as allegedly involved
in a $100m fraud

John Hughes
Past: SVP Strategic Accounts, Nuvei / Pivotal as
part of the top management team (2019)
Past: Co-Founder/CEO of Base Commerce
which Nuvei acquired Jan 2021
• Serviced TelexFree, one of the world’s
broadest Ponzi Schemes
• Worked with Allied Wallet, also settled fraud
charges it took $110m from customers
• Had a pre-existing business relationship with
Sparman at Vantage
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Evidence CEO Fayer Has In The Past
Embellished His Educational Credentials,
Been Arrested, And Has A Pattern of
Running Companies With Aggressive
Business Practices

A Critical Look At The Biography of Nuvei’s CEO
CEO Fayer’s biography has many open hole questions. First, it says he started Nuvei as Pivotal Payments in 2003.
However, if fails to say what exactly he did prior to 2003. Also notice his biography claims “the Company expanded
organically”. However, there is no time frame associated with this organic growth claim. Lastly, his biography states he
“attended Concordia University”. However, it does not say he graduated.
What Did Fayer Do Prior To Pivotal Payments
“This is actually his second successful business.
His first, Paysystems Corp., made millions of
dollars and served 23,000 Internet merchants. He
was in his early twenties then, making deals with
several large international banks. The billing
aggregator collected and then dispersed
merchant funds. A change to regulations made
the business model insolvent and forced Mr.
Fayer to rethink his strategy.” (1)
Organic Growth Claim
There is a vague assertion that he expanded the
company organically. We will put this claim to the
test and show evidence of a long period of no
organic growth.
Source: Nuvei website
(Red emphasis
Spruce Point)

Attended Concordia University Does Not
Mean Graduated From Concordia
We’ll investigate this issue further!

1) “Philip Fayer, 31 Quebec,” June 2021, Globe & Mail

Success With Large Scale Merchants
Sounds as if Nuvei is successful, but we’ll explore
its failures with Small and Medium-sized
businesses (SMBs).
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CEO Fayer Has Misrepresented His Educational
Credentials In His Past Public Biography
Another public source says he attended Valley Forge Military Academy and College in Pennsylvania, a college prep
boarding school.(1) An article from the late 1990s discussing Valley Forge Military Academy says, “Military schools still
have the reputation as a dumping ground for boys in trouble, and a significant number of current Valley Forge cadets fit
the profile,” and further that “Honor codes that prohibit lying, cheating and stealing are fixtures at all military schools.” (1,2)
According to his former public biography on the PaySystems website (2004), Mr. Fayer says he graduated with a
Bachelor of Commerce from Concordia University and an Associates Degree in International Business from Northwood
University. Six years later in a National Post article, Fayer was interviewed and it was reported he didn’t return to
Concordia to complete his undergraduate degree.
Fayer’s Bio In 2004 Says He Graduated From Concordia

Fayer’s Profile In Canada’s National Post Six Years
Later in 2010 Says He Didn’t Graduate

“He started Pivotal Payments during what was
supposed to be a semester off while studying at
Concordia University.
"I definitely felt like my age was, and still is, a
disadvantage," Fayer said. "It just means I have had to
recruit talented people that can help guide and build
the business and who I can continue to learn from."
He didn't return to complete his undergraduate
degree.”
Source: Wayback Machine, PaySystems 2004 (Red emphasis Spruce Point)

Source: “Thinking Small Forges Big Payoff,” April 7, 2010,
National Post

1) “Philip Fayer, 31 Quebec,” June 2021, Globe & Mail
2) “Military schools bask in attention to values, conduct But high tuition and long waiting lists are commonplace,” Baltimore Sun, May 31, 1998
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Schooling In West Palm Beach And Criminal Arrest
Record In Palm Beach County, Florida
CEO Fayer had an interest in racing cars with PaySystems sponsoring his car. Using the Wayback Machine, we find
his biography listed on the Toyota Atlantic race series from 2003 -2004. On this biography, which was public during the
same period his corporate biography said he had already graduated from schools in Montreal and Michigan, it says he
attended college in West Palm Beach, Florida. If this were incorrect, why wouldn’t Mr. Fayer have corrected it over the
span of 18 months? A review of Palm Beach County court public records reveal that a Philip Fayer was arrested
in a criminal traffic case in 1998.(1)
Fayer’s Racing Biography (2003 – 2004) Says He Attended College In West Palm Beach, Florida After His
Other Biography Says He Had Already Attended And Graduated From Two Other Universities

Source: Wayback Machine. ToyotaAtlantic.com driver profile, May 2003 to October
2004. Red emphasis Spruce Point
1) Public interest search of Palm Beach Florida Court Records
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Fool Me Once, Fool Me Twice, But Three Times?
CEO Fayer’s businesses have each come under scrutiny. His current biography says he founded Pivotal Payments (now
Nuvei) in 2003. However, it doesn’t talk about the fact that his Company PaySystems was still operating in 2004.
PaySystems ended poorly with consumers putting up websites such as PaySystemsFraud.com. Even today, industry
reviews claim that Nuvei is nothing more than a continuation of Pivotal’s old shady practices.
Phil Fayer's Businesses Have Each Come Under Scrutiny - Each Time A Name Change And Re-Brand

PaySystemsFraud.com

“We will not stand back idly and watch as
PaySystems strips us of our money and our
dreams”

Source: Wayback Machine, PaySystemsFraud.com

PivotalPaymentsSucks Blog
"This blog is dedicated to all those unfortunate
customers of Pivotal Payments who would like to vent
their frustration or expose the company for the
incompetent liars they really are"

Source: PivotalPaymentsSucks Blog

Merchant Maverick

“Nuvei seems content to continue following the
same, old shady practices….”

Source: Merchantmaverick.com
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Aggrieved Merchants of Fayer’s PaySystems
Multiple internet sites were created by merchants that lost money and were affected by the failure of PaySystems.

Websites Dedicated To Alleged Victims of Fayer’s PaySystems

Source: Wayback Machine, PetitionOnline.com

Source: Wayback Machine, pslawsuit.com

Source: Wayback Machine, www.psaction.org
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Fayer Has Some Vocal Critics
There are some internet forums where people don’t mince words about what they think of CEO Fayer.

“He Stole From You As He Did Indeed Steal From Me”

Source: Sitepoint.com
Red emphasis Spruce Point
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Nuvei Has A Dark History: All Under The Current
CEO And Founder
Nuvei (formerly Pivotal Payments) has a dark history in Canada. An investigation of small businesses across Canada
reporting hidden charges and misleading sales practices pointed to Pivotal. A spokesman described its salespeople as
“sometimes overzealous.” We will evaluate current sales practices to see what has changed under Nuvei, which has
continued to be run under the leadership of founder and CEO Phil Fayer.
“Overzealous Sales People” At Pivotal Payments

Red emphasis Spruce Point

Source: “Businesses hit by hidden fees from credit card machines,” CBC News, March 22, 2012
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“Nothing Has Changed”
Final verdict: “Nuvei seems content to continue following the same, old shady practices….”

Source: Merchantmaverick.com. Red emphasis Spruce Point
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Negative Reviews Continue
Current reviews of Nuvei on other websites express negative opinions of Nuvei.

Recent Reviews

“Whole industry is shady as it gets but these
guys are especially bad”

“Outrageous fees most of which are higher than
competitors”

“They lie, my bank hates them for that purpose”
“They are CROOKS! I have just audited my
books. And found over $2,000 in extra fees they
have slipped under my nose”
“I totally agree with stating they are CROOKS!”

Source: Cardpaymentoptions.com
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Better Business Bureau (“BBB”) Reviews
Current BBB reviews of Nuvei generally reflect a poor rating and frustrations echoed on other websites.

Recent Nuvei Reviews

“By far the worst merchant company. Not
honest at all for anything”

“Horrible Company, Unprofessional, Rude.”
“Has no business ethics whatsoever”

“They also don’t tell their clients when the
machines need to be updated”
Source: Better Business Bureau
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CFO And Chief Corporate Development
Officer Biographies Obscure Leadership
Roles At A Company Whose Parent
Forfeited Criminal Proceeds

CFO’s Biography Fails To Disclose Historical
Connection To SureFire Commerce And Firepay
Nuvei’s CFO David Schwartz provides a biography that fails to fully disclose that he was appointed the CFO of SureFire
Commerce (TSX: FIR) in May 2002.(1) SureFire later changed its name to Terra Payments (TSX: TPI).(2) On Jan 20, 2004,
Optimal Robotics merged with Terra Payments, which was renamed Optimal Payments.(3) SureFire owned and operated
Firepay.com which some allege was a scam.(4)
Current Biography Fails To Mention He Was
The CFO of SureFire Commerce / Terra Payments

SureFire Commerce / Terra Payments
Under CFO Schwartz

Schwartz appointed CFO
and created no value

Why no mention of being
CFO of SureFire Commerce /
Terra Payments?
Source: Nuvei website, red emphasis Spruce Point

Source: Bloomberg

1)
2)
3)
4)

Schwartz named CFO (Sedar) and his biography on the Wayback Machine at Terra Payments
SureFire approves name change to Terra Payments (Sedar)
Merger announcement (Sedar)
Firepay and SureFire Commerce complaints
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CFO’s Biography Fails To Disclose Role At FBI
Investigated Optimal Group, Inc
Nuvei’s CFO David Schwartz provides a biography that appears to obscure his involvement in an FBI investigated
business tied to internet gambling. He was employed at Optimal Group, Inc (Nasdaq: OPMR), a Canadian-based, U.S.listed public company. Optimal floated its gaming payments subsidiary, FireOne Group, on London’s AIM under the ticker
FPA LN, and Schwartz was VP of IR and then CFO.(1) The U.S. Attorney’s office later reached a $19 million settlement with
Optimal for illegally facilitating U.S. customer gambling transactions with its Firepay electronic wallet.
CFO’s Current Biography Fails To Say He Worked At Optimal Group, Which
Floated Its Gambling Payments Business On The London AIM Exchange

Key omission
Source: Nuvei website, red emphasis Spruce Point

Schwartz Was Initially VP of Investor Relations and Then
CFO of FireOne Group

Source: FBI.gov October 30, 2009
1) Optimal Group Press Release (Wayback Machine)

Source: Excerpt from FireOne Group Plc 2005 Annual Report
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Schwartz’s FireOne Group Plc
In its short life as a public company, FireOne Group (AIM: FPA LN) destroyed tremendous shareholder value after its
risky business became illegal. On October 13, 2006, the United States Unlawful Internet Gambling Enforcement Act of
2006 was enacted. Upon passage of the Act, FireOne Group immediately ceased processing settlement transactions
originating from U.S. customers that may be viewed as related to online gaming. These transactions represented
approximately 81% of FireOne Group's total payment processing services revenue for 2006.(1) FireOne’s share price
collapsed and Optimal repurchased the its public minority stake.(2)

FireOne Group’s Share Price on the London AIM Exchange

Source: Bloomberg
1)
2)

Optimal Group’s 2016 10-K Annual Report
Optimal announces offer to privatize FireOne Group (press release)
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Chief Corporate Development Officer Also
Obscures Executive Role At FireOne Group
Neil Erlick was named Chief Corporate Development Officer of Nuvei in December 2020, making him a part of Nuvei’s
Executive Management team.(1) His biography states he, “spent nearly two decades in senior leadership roles at Paysafe
Group.” However, similar to Schwartz’s biography, he fails to state that he also worked at FireOne Group, a separate
publicly traded company, as a named executive during the time period from 2004-2006 where it processed billions in illegal
gambling transactions for U.S. customers and forfeited $19.2 million in criminal proceeds. Mr. Erlick’s biography also fails to
disclose he has a side business called Payment Sports & Entertainment which has an active website.(2)

Nuvei’s Chief Corporate Development Officer Also Obscures From His Biography His Executive Role At FireOne Group
2005-2006

Going Forward

??

??

FireOne Group website, Sept 2005 (Wayback Machine)

Nuvei Press Release Announcing Neil Erlick

1)
2)

Note: Red emphasis Spruce Point

Nuvei’s Executive Management (website)
Elrick’s Payment Sports & Entertainment (website)

Mr. Erlick’s LinkedIn
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SafeCharge Chairman Linked Back To Nuvei’s CFO
When Nuvei acquired SafeCharge in 2019, by far its largest acquisition for approximately $900 million - which we will
explore later in this report - it was blessed by SafeCharge’s Chairman Roger Withers. Mr. Withers’ biography (bottom right)
lists his association with many companies in the gaming industry. However, his biography fails to disclose that he was also
a Senior Independent Director at FireOne Group Plc - the exact same company that Nuvei’s CFO Schwartz was also CFO
(bottom left). Mr. Withers was on FireOne Group’s Remuneration and Audit committees. As we pointed out earlier, FireOne
Group was the business owned by Optimal Group, Inc that entered into a non-prosecution agreement with the U.S.
Attorney’s office and agreed to forfeit approximately $19.2 million in criminal proceeds derived from processing payments
for illegal Internet gambling websites.
SafeCharge’s
Withers

“The board is unanimously recommending this all-cash offer by Nuvei to buy SafeCharge at an attractive
premium, which represents compelling value for SafeCharge shareholders”
Source: igamingbusiness.com

Nuvei’s Schwartz and SafeCharge’s Chairman Withers Both
Linked To A Company That Forfeited Criminal Proceeds

SafeCharge’s Chairman Withers Doesn’t Mention
His Role At FireOne Group

Source: SafeCharge 2018 Annual Report

Source: FireOne Group 2005 Annual Report
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Evidence That Nuvei Has Experienced
Declining North American Organic
Growth

Evidence of Significant Decline In
Merchants Served By Nuvei
Nuvei’s prospectus still warns it has a significant percentage of SMB merchants, but it does not quantity how many. The
CEO’s prior biography emphasized SMBs, but now on references “large scale” merchants. At worst, there is evidence of
substantial merchant customer decline in Nuvei’s business. Using the Wayback Machine, we see it claimed 90,000
merchants starting from Nov 2015 – July 2017.(1) This figure declined to 70,000 merchants in March 2019. Currently, it
claims 50,000+ merchants as of 12/31/20 and does not provide quarterly updates.
Nov 2015 to July 2017: 90,000 Merchants

Source: Wayback Machine (Nov 26, 2015) Wayback Machine (2017)

March 2019: 70,000 Merchants

Source: Wayback Machine (2019)

Jan 2019Today:
50,000+
Merchants

Notice the language
difference of 70,000
merchants on the
CEO’s bio while the
website said 50,000+

Source: Wayback Machine (Website: January 2019) and 2020 Annual Report Note: Red emphasis Spruce Point
1) Prior to this, Pivotal was claiming 70,000 merchants and $12 billon of annual transaction volume
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Evidence Points To A Prolonged Period of No
Growth At Nuvei
Spruce Point finds an old Canadian article indicating that Fayer’s Pivotal Payments had $150 million of sales in
2010 and was growing 25% to 45% per year. Fast forward to its IPO, Nuvei’s prospectus reported $150 million
of sales in 2018. Therefore, we believe Nuvei experienced little, if any, organic growth during an eight year time
period.(1) Nuvei would then acquire SafeCharge in 2019, and we will show why we believe it has made figuring
out its organic growth difficult. To put things in even greater context, an old article claimed that Fayer’s
PaySystems Corp. was on track for $100 million of revenue in 2003.(2)

Nuvei Predecessor Revenue 2010: $150 Million

Source: “Phil Fayer, a go-getter leader,” Aug 2010, LesAffiares.com
Note: Red emphasis Spruce Point
1)
2)

Nuvei Revenue 2018: $150 Million

Source: Nuvei IPO Prospectus at Sedar.com

The C$ average exchange rate in 2010 was ~C$ 1.03 per US$. Therefore the $150m figures are approximately the same whether expressed in C$ or US$
“Good Days For PaySystems Corp,” March 2002, GreenSheet.com
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Evidence Nuvei Has Experienced Negative Organic
Growth In North America (U.S. & Canada)
Nuvei does not draw attention in its press releases to organic growth by region. However, by taking a close look at
Nuvei’s geographic revenue reporting, we find evidence of single digit organic growth decline in the U.S. and Canada.
Its acquisition of SafeCharge in 2019 added Europe and Rest of World line item reporting.
Estimating Recent North American Organic Growth
2020

$ mm

2018
NVEI
Full Year

2019
NVEI
Full Year (1)

Canada

$25.9

U.S.

+YoY
Growth
2019 to 2020

Implied
SafeCharge
Contribution

Credit Guard
Disposal
May 2020(2)

Smart2Pay
Nov 1Dec 31st

NVEI
Full Year

$29.9

--

--

--

$27.6

-7.6%

$123.8

$160.3

--

--

--

$155.0

-3.3%

E.U.

--

$34.4

--

--

--

$132.0

--

U.K.

--

$9.7

--

--

--

$32.8

--

Europe
UK+EU

--

$44.1

$155.1

--

$9.7

$164.8

--

RoW

--

$11.5

$28.8

($1.2)

--

$27.6

--

Total

$149.7

$245.8

$183.9

--

--

$375.0

--

Source: Nuvei IPO Prospectus at Sedar.com; 2020 Annual Report
1) SafeCharge closed Aug 1, 2019 and its historical geographic reporting was UK, EU and RoW
2) CreditGuard had $2.9m of sales in 2013 upon acquisition and was reported a mid single digit grower by SafeCharge. We estimate it had $3.7m of annual sales in
2020. We believe all the sales were to Israel and have classified them under Rest of World (RoW)
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Former Executive Insights On North American
Marketplace For Nuvei
Nuvei doesn’t give investors color on what is causing the apparent decline of North American revenue. As a result, we
interviewed a former Nuvei executive who gave us his opinion of the dynamics in the marketplace.

Spruce
Point
Question

“What is happening that is causing the decline in North America?”

Former
Nuvei
Executive

“It is about as competitive as wealth management is in the United States. There is a lot of margin to be made
and because of that there is a lot of competition. The U.S. market is really crowded. Some get big and some get
destroyed. Most grow small segments in market niches, and then sell the company as their primary strategy.
Everywhere is less competitive than the U.S. market. Over the last 15 years there has been an evolution to
integrated software, integrated payments, cards on file, mobile, online, all these things really being supported by
software as a service or ISV. Pivotal was not really a player in the ISV business and was just behind
significantly in the technology delivery, integration, flexibility and products and services offered to the ISV
market. They were lagging in that business and using a gateway company, Worldnet, as their primary
infrastructure. Most other payment products in the market owned their own infrastructure. When you own the
infrastructure, you get to decide ultimately the product roadmap as opposed to when you use a third party, you
have to compete for products, services and direction. I would say you would see a decline in those numbers
because that market is being dominated by their competitors.”

Source: Spruce Point interview
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A Closer Look At Nuvei’s North
American Growth Partners

Why Did Allan Lacoste - Nuvei’s Top EVP
of North American Partnerships –
Mysteriously Disappear After Being
Referenced In An Alleged $100M Fraud?

Allan Lacoste, Nuvei’s EVP of North American
Partnerships, Has A Biography Misstatement
On August 28, 2017 Pivotal Payments announced the hiring of Allan Lacoste, who would be responsible for managing the
overall growth of its North American sales divisions.(1) CEO Fayer said of Mr. Lacoste, “We are thrilled to have someone of
Allan's background and caliber joining Pivotal and taking on this critical role. With the industry becoming increasingly
competitive, Allan's proven track record of tactical sales, marketing and strategic partnerships will provide us with new growth
opportunities and further enhance our position as a payments industry leader.” Prior to joining Pivotal, Mr. Lacoste worked at
Total Merchant Services (“TMS”), a payment services and solutions company as its Director of ISO (independent sales
organizations). From TMS’s press release on March 8, 2016 we see that Mr. Lacoste only worked there for 18 months prior
to joining Pivotal.(2) The press release also says, “Allan's previous roles include CEO and President of payments services
organizations and highly successful roles in sales and marketing.” However, his Nuvei biography fails to detail any CEO or
President roles held by Mr. Lacoste, but Spruce Point has identified his role at Powerhouse Payments and Total Merch
West.(3) There is a clear timeline inconsistency on Mr. Lacoste’s Nuvei biography which says he worked at TMS
starting at September 2015. This is contradicted by TMS’s press release which says he was hired March 2016.
Allan Lacoste’s Biography According To Nuvei

Source: Annual Information Form at Sedar.com, red emphasis Spruce Point

Allan Lacoste’s Biography According To TMS

1) “Pivotal Payments hires merchant services industry veteran Allan Lacoste as Vice President,” press release August 28, 2017
2) “Total Merchant Services Appoints New ISO Executive,” press release, March 8, 2016
3) Wayback Machine for Powerhouse Payments
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Nuvei’s Lacoste Allegedly Played A Role In A
“$100+ Million Fraudulent Corporate Takeover”
In a lawsuit filed in 2021 KHAAZRA MAARANU vs ECOMMERCE SAAS, LLC, Mr. Maaranu claims that his partner
Darnell Ponder worked with Allan Lacoste of Nuvei and Jon Lakatos to facilitate movement of business to Tanagram
Payments. He alleges Ponder and people he associated with engaged in unethical behavior to cheat clients and impair
his equity in Ecommerce. Mr. Maaranu even alleges that when he visited the office he saw org charts that included “Philip
something from Nuvei…as a corporate officer” – potentially a reference that CEO Fayer was involved?

Source: YouTube
Note: See 10 minutes into video for reference to “Philip from Nuvei as corporate officer”
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Lawsuit Alleges Suspicious Business Activities of
Nuvei Executive Lacoste
The lawsuit alleges that Electronic Commerce was paying Allan Lacoste while he was an officer of Nuvei and that
he was working out of their office and directing staff and employees.

Source: Case 8:21-cv-01407-DOC-JDE, KHAAZRA MAARANU vs ECOMMERCE SAAS, LLC and others, red emphasis Spruce Point
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Allan Lacoste’s LinkedIn Biography No
Longer Exists
Allan Lacoste’s LinkedIn biography is no longer available. But the YouTube expose shows his LinkedIn biography
which doesn’t mention any involvement with Electronic Commerce LLC or Tangram Payments.

Source: YouTube

Source: LinkedIn
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What Happened To Allan Lacoste?
Nuvei filed with the SEC a registration statement on October 4, 2021 in which it attached the AIF dated March 17,
2021 showing Allan Lacoste as EVP Partnership Group, North America. However, it’s possible that Allan Lacoste
left Nuvei prior to this filing. On Nuvei’s current website Mr. Lacoste is now absent.

Lacoste Now Absent On Nuvei Website

Allan Lacoste on Nuvei Website: March 2021

??

Source: Wayback Machine, March 2021

Source: Nuveipartner.com
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What Happened To Allan Lacoste?
Nuvei listed Allan Lacoste below its CEO and CFO on the investor relations website. Most recently, his
biography is no longer listed under Executive Management.

Allan Lacoste on Nuvei IR Website: March 2021

Lacoste Now Absent On Nuvei Website

??
Source: Wayback Machine, March 2021

Source: Nuvei Investor Website
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Where Did Nuvei’s Senior Legal Counsel Go?
Amy Satov, Nuvei’s Senior Legal Counsel, mysteriously disappeared from Nuvei’s website after March 2021 and
no regulatory filing was made. She was replaced by Lindsay Matthews in May 2021 as General Counsel and
Corporate Secretary. The timing of her departure in relation to the departure of Allan Lacoste appears suspicious.

Senior Legal Counsel on Nuvei IR Website: March 2021

??

Source: Wayback Machine, Nuvei March 2021 and named in AIF dated March 17, 2021 and now Matthews on Nuvei Investor Website
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Nuvei’s High Growth North American
eCommerce Being Lead By Moe Tassoudji,
A Man With A Checkered Past Linked To A
Boiler Room Scheme And The Adult
Entertainment Industry

eCommerce Has Been A Growing Driver of Nuvei’s
Business; We Believe Investors Should Scrutinize Who Is
Leading The Business For Nuvei
eCommerce has been a growing focus of Nuvei, and the Company regularly reports its growing percentage of volumes
from this area. Furthermore, much of the growth is coming from North America according to Nuvei’s recent investor
presentation.(1) As a result, we believe investors should carefully evaluate who is the person in charge of leading its
eCommerce partnership expansion.

eCommerce
Mix of
Volume

2020
% Volume
eCommerce

2021

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

72%

NA

75%

80%

87%

84%

83%

Source: Nuvei financial reporting and conference calls

CEO
Fayer
Q4 2020

“Looking at our mix, e-commerce represented approximately 80% of our total volume in the fourth quarter,
which compares sequentially to 75% in the third quarter and 70% in the second quarter. For the full year 2020,
e-commerce accounted for approximately 76% of our total volume.”
Source: Call Feb 05, 2021

CEO
Fayer
Q4 2020

“New e-commerce business nearly tripled in the fourth quarter of 2020 compared to last year's fourth quarter, as
we added new merchants in several of our high-target, high-growth verticals. In fact, 17% of the e-commerce
volume process in the fourth quarter originated from new business signed in 2020, reflecting the acceleration of
our new client wins..
I would point back into if you look at Q4 where 17% of the ecommerce volume was generated from new in new
business and that's a direct correlation with the investments that we've been making in sales, corporate
development and marketing. And we're seeing that momentum accelerate. So the pipeline is a multiple of what
it was last year, and it gives us a really good comfort in terms of visibility for this year.”
Source: Call March 10, 2021

1) Q3 2021 Investor Presentation, slide 18
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Who Is In Charge of Nuvei’s eCommerce Business
Development Partnerships?
Moe Tassoudji is Nuvei’s VP of North American eCommerce. We believe his biography on Nuvei’s website is terse.
A prior website version provided member’s LinkedIn profiles, while Mr. Tassoudji does not provide one. A reference is
found on the internet to his role as a Payment Processing Manager at Vantage Payments. There is other evidence he’s
connected to people involved with Vantage. Moe Tassoudji is listed as member of Desert Area Investments LLC, which
lists Gary L. Crandell as a member.(1) Mr. Crandell is currently representing Dustin Sparman (of Vantage Payments) in
the TelexFree Ponzi Scheme case.

Source: ZoomInfo

Only employee with no
LinkedIn profile

Vague biography
with little specifics
Source: Nuvei Partner Website
1)
2)

Similar description
as Vantage Payments

Desert Area Investments: Arizona Corporate Commission
Gary L Crandell and Dustin Sparman, TelexFree case

Source: Wayback Machine – March 2021
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Moe Tassoudji Linked To SEC Charged
Gary Thomas Vojtesak
Moe Tassoudji is also connected with business dealings to Gary Thomas a/k/a Gary Thomas Vojtesak through Desert
Area Investments LLC.(1) Gary Thomas was charged by the SEC for securities fraud and market manipulation involving
Exotics.com which was in the business of operating adult websites. Mr. Thomas also owned ZaaZoom Solutions, and
Mr. Tassoudji was COO. A lawsuit alleged through various companies Mr. Tassoudji and his associate owned and
operated, that Mr. Tassoudji’s ZaaZoom ran a scam where they lured people into applying for payday loans on Internet
websites.(2) The case was eventually settled between the parties.

Source: SEC vs. Exotics.com Inc and Gary Thomas Vojtesak, Case 2:05-cv00531-MMD-GWF Document 544 Filed 10/23/17

Source: Wayback Machine of ZaaZoom website, red emphasis Spruce Point
1)
2)

Source: SEC Release, Jan 4, 2007 and SEC Release May 15, 2006

Desert Area Investments: Arizona Corporate Commission
AMBER KRISTI MARSH and STACIE EVANS, vs MOE TASSOUDJI, an individual, and BILL CUEVAS, an individual, and DOES 1-10, inclusive, Case 2:12-cv-00915-DKD
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Moe Tassoudji Has In The Past Been Tied To The
Adult Film Industry
Moe Tassoudji is listed in a lawsuit related to Club Jenna. According to public sources, Jay Grdina married adult film
star Jenna Jameson in 2002 and together they created one of the most successful porn companies in the world –
Club Jenna.(1) The legal documents list Mr. Tassoudji as an owner.

Source: Arizona Court of Appeals, 1 CA-CV 10-0200, Moe Tassoudji, Linda Johnson, Gary L. Crandell vs Club Jenna Inc
1) “Jenna Jameson’s ex son blackballed from religious school, lawsuit coming”, TMZ, Sept 7, 2015
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Moe Tassoudji Also Connected To Aggressive
Payday Loan Practice Claims In WV
Moe Tassoudji is also referenced in a lawsuit by West Virginia’s Attorney General in an attempt to prevent payday loan
companies from doing business within its state. Payday Loan Resource Center LLC and Moe Tassoudji are called out for
attempting to circumvent state law by charging WV customers a monthly fee to help them obtain Internet payday loans.

McGraw says Payday Loan Resource Center attempts to
circumvent state law by charging West Virginia customers a
monthly fee to help them obtain Internet payday loans

Source: “McGraw sues eight payday lenders,” West Virginia Record, Aug 18, 2010
Note: Payday Loan Resource Center LLC is tied to the business entity was PLRC, LLC organized in Colorado with both Moe Tassoudji and Gary L. Crandell. It appears
WV misspelled his name Tassoudi
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Moe Tassoudji Connected To A “Boiler Room”
Investment Scandal
Moe Tassoudji’s name is listed in San Diego civil court in relation to two entities: Dallas Switch Partners and Fiberline
Network Communications, LP. Both of these entities are named as defendants in an SEC lawsuit brought against
Brokers Investment Corporation (“BIC”).(1) According to an LA Times article, 6,000 people lost millions with the Fiberline
deals and BIC operated as a high-pressure sales operation.(2) The SEC alleged that at least $40 million was either
pocketed for personal use by top officers of Brokers Investment and Fiberline, diverted for unrelated businesses or used
as part of a fraudulent Ponzi Scheme, in which money raised from new investors is used to pay off previous investors.

Moe Tassoudji Named In Cases Related To Fiberline Entities Tied to BIC

SEC Injunction Issued To BIC / Fiberline Principals

Related to Jay
Grdina from
Club Jenna?

Source: San Diego Case Search

Source: SEC Digest, 1993

1) 2:93-cv-02524-MRP-JR SEC v. Brokers Invst Corp, et al including Fiberline Network Communications, L.P. and Dallas Switch Partners Ltd
2) “6,000 Lost Millions With Fiberline Deal : Probe: SEC has accused the Woodland Hills firm of fraud. Receiver seeks what money is left.”, LA times,
June 30, 1993
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Why Did Nuvei Acquire Vantage
Payments And Base Commerce With
Executives Both Under Scrutiny For
Involvement In Ponzi Schemes?

Vantage Payments
On Nov 1, 2018 Nuvei acquired Vantage Payment Systems LLC. The acquisition was disclosed in the prospectus.
However, there is no evidence the deal was publicly announced and cannot be found on the Company’s website under
“Press Releases” or in its investor relations section for 2018 news.(1,2) $5m of “goodwill’” is attributed to its assembled
workforce, but key employees have since left Nuvei in under two years.(3) As we’ll explore further, at least three
individuals affiliated with Vantage (Dustin Sparman, Nathan Shew, Moe Tassoudji) have been linked to multiple
companies that have been characterized as Ponzi Schemes. Dustin Sparman of Vantage Payments appeared in
marketing material for Nuvei and worked there for a period. Moe Tassoudji is still employed at Nuvei in a senior role.

Source: Nuvei Partnership Guide, 2019, p. 18
Source: Nuvei prospectus at SEDAR.com
1)
Investor relations 2018 news
2)
Nuvei Press Releases
3)
Sparman’s LinkedIn Profile and Shew’s LinkedIn Profile. Sparman spent 1 year and 8 months, while Shew spent 1 year and 1 month with Nuvei
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Vantage Payments Listed As Serving
“Hard-to-Place” Merchants = “Adult Film”?
Our research leads us to believe that Nuvei has in fact served merchants in the adult film industry. Furthermore,
Vantage Payments (acquired in 2018) was a known player in the industry. We have also provided evidence that Moe
Tassoudji - another Vantage partner - has ties to the adult film industry.
Spruce Point
Interview of
Former Nuvei
Risk Mgmt.
Employee

As part of Nuvei’s high risk portfolio, did it have any exposure to the adult film industry?
“Yes, Nuvei had a small portfolio of adult film merchant clients.”

Vantage
Focused on
“Hard-toPlace”
Merchants

Vantage
Payments
A Known
Player In
The
“AdultOriented
Business”

Source: Cardpayment Options, Nuvei filings, Spruce Point interview. Red emphasis Spruce Point
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Vantage Under Government Investigation While
Nuvei Acquired It, Founder Tied To Ponzi Scheme
Vantage Payments LLC and Dustin Sparman were named in the TelexFree Ponzi Scheme case, a multibillion dollar
Ponzi Scheme disguised as an internet phone service company. Prosecutors have described it as the largest fraud of
all time in terms of the number of people affected – more than 1 million – across various countries.(1) The plaintiffs have
been seeking discovery on the purchase agreement terms of Vantage’s acquisition by Nuvei. They have suspicions that
Sparman is shielding assets from recovery. In the legal documents, we learn that Pivotal (now Nuvei) was Vantage’s
largest payment processing client. In addition, we learn that Vantage had been under SEC and Department of
Homeland Security investigation.

Close Connection Between Pivotal (Nuvei) And Vantage Payments, Which Has Been Under Scrutiny by the SEC and DHS

Case: 4:14-md-02588-TSH, red emphasis Spruce Point
1) TelexFree Wikipedia
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Vantage Payments Involved In A Major Ponzi
Scheme With On-Going Litigation
Here are emails with Vantage’s Sparman communicating with James Merrill who received six years of incarceration
followed by three years of supervised release.

See slide on Sparman’s partner
Nathan Shew brokering business for a
separate Ponzi Scheme
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Sparman’s Partner Allegedly Brokered A Deal For Rex
Venture Group, Another SEC Charged Ponzi Scheme
Sparman’s partner Nathan Shew (of Vantage Payments) brokered business between Rex Venture Group (RVG) and
PCI in March 2012 according to legal filings. PCI claims Shew said that RVG was not on the MATCH List, or a blacklist
of high risk merchants. The SEC filed an emergency action on August 17, 2012 to halt what it called a Ponzi and
Pyramid Scheme perpetuated by RVG d/b/a as ZeekRewards.(1)

1) SEC vs. Rex Venture Group, LLC -Case 3:12-cv-00519-GCM, red emphasis Spruce Point
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Vantage Payments Tied To Allied Wallets,
A Payment Processor That Settled Fraud Charges
Recent legal filings show that Nuvei’s Vantage Payments worked with Allied Wallet. Individuals associated with Allied
Wallet have been charged with scheming to defraud financial institutions and securing payment processing for highrisk businesses through fraudulent misrepresentation about merchant clients.

Source: FTC.gov and complaint

Source: Justice.gov
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Sparman And Transparent Services
As noted by the plaintiff lawyers in the TelexFree case, Sparman is also affiliated with Transparent Services, LLC. They
suspect that Nuvei also acquired Transparent and are leery of the financial interplay between the companies.

Red emphasis Spruce Point

Source: Sparman LinkedIn profile
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Semantics: Did Nuvei Acquire Transparent?
It Certainly Appears So….
Dustin Sparman’s affidavit says Nuvei didn’t acquire Transparent Services. However, we believe it effectively gained
control of it. Sparman became an employee of Nuvei and it is required to send all business it generates to Nuvei
exclusively. Sparman’s partner at Transparent Services LLC is Nathan Shew.(1) Sparman’s claim that Transparent has no
employees also appears to be inaccurate. A current Nuvei employee also lists being a Transparent employee since 2014.

His agent and partner
on the corporate filing
is Nathan Shew,
named as a broker in
the $600m SEC
charged Pyramid and
Ponzi scheme by Rex
Venture Group LLC
dba Zeekrewards.com

1) Arizona Business Entity Search – Note: Tricore Consulting is Nathan Shew
2) Another employee LinkedIn profile exists for Jacob Bien.

Under oath,
Sparman says
Transparent
“has no employees”.
Yet, according to
Patrick Garner’s
LinkedIn profile he is
“Senior Business
Development
Manager” for
Transparent since
2014, while also
AVP of Business
Development for
Nuvei since 2018(2)
Red emphasis Spruce Point
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Transparent Or Not? The Business Is Based At A
Condominium
Transparent’s website address is registered to Vantage Payments and is linked to a residential address at the Colony
Camelback Condominium.(1) When calling the 800 phone number on the website, an answering service picks up during
regular business hours.

Source: Google Maps

Source: www.trytransparent.com

1) ICANN registry for www.trytransparent.com
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Legal Filings Show Base Commerce And Vantage
Payments Had A Business Relationship And Worked
With TelexFree
Why did Nuvei buy both Base Commerce and Vantage Payments? Both businesses had relationships with each other
(and with Nuvei), and both executives facilitated business between TelexFree (Ponzi Scheme) and Allied Wallet
(charged with fraud for abetting business among multiple fraudulent companies).

Carlos Wanzeler fled the
country to Brazil upon learning
of the federal charges filed
against him. There is currently a
federal warrant for his arrest
(Source: US DOJ)

Source: legal case filings
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Vantage And Base Executives Appear To Disregard
Signs of TelexFree Being A Ponzi Scheme
Emails between Hughes and Sparman acknowledge that TelexFree was under scrutiny in Brazil as a Ponzi Scheme.
Yet, their emails talk about their plans to scale the business with TelexFree to $10 million. As stated in the legal filings,
“These documents plainly show Defendants had direct knowledge that TelexFree was a Ponzi scheme, and yet,
continued to service the illicit enterprise until at least March 2014.”
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Base Commerce Acquisition:
Organically Declining Since Acquisition
We question why Nuvei would buy a controversial entity, only to see its revenues decline sequentially post close.
Furthermore, Nuvei quickly revised the contingent consideration lower by $4 million in the first quarter after the deal
closed. IFRS dictates that a remeasurement lower in the contingent liability would result in an income statement gain.(1)

Marking Down
Contingent
Consideration

“The purchase price for this acquisition totaled $92,678. The remaining amount consists of a contingent
consideration of $3,004 which is contingent upon meeting certain performance metrics. Since the initial
purchase price allocation was estimated, contingent consideration has been reduced by $4,000 and
trade and other payables have increased by $650 and those adjustments have been reflected as an
adjustment of $3,350 to goodwill.”
Source: Nuvei Q2’21 Financials, p.9

Base Commerce Revenues Post Acquisition Jan 1, 2021

$ in mm

Q1 2021
(A)

6M
June 20, 2021
(B)

Implied
Q2 2021
(B-A)

Implied
Q3 2021
(D-B)

9 Months
Sept 30, 2021
(D)

Base Commerce
Revenue

$14.7

$28.9

$14.2

$12.6

$41.5

QoQ Change

--

--

-3.5%

-11.3%

--

Source

Financials

Financials

Financials

Source: Nuvei Financials and Spruce Point Analysis
1) PwC “The art and science of contingent consideration in a business combination”
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Conflicting Remeasurement Gain Discussion

Despite saying that contingent consideration was reduced by $4 million related to Base Commerce, Nuvei has
reported two other different remeasurement amounts in the MD&A for YTD 2021.

Marking Down
Contingent
Consideration
in Base
Commerce
Notes

“The purchase price for this acquisition totaled $92,678. The remaining amount consists of a contingent
consideration of $3,004 which is contingent upon meeting certain performance metrics. Since the initial
purchase price allocation was estimated, contingent consideration has been reduced by $4,000 and
trade and other payables have increased by $650 and those adjustments have been reflected as an
adjustment of $3,350 to goodwill.”
Source: Nuvei Q3’21 Financials, p.9

Discussion of
“Other
Expenses”
in MD&A

“For the nine months ended September 30, 2021, other expenses increased by $8.5 million compared
to the nine months ended September 30, 2020 primarily due to an increase in information technology and
D&O insurance expenses in 2021 as well as a $2.1 million favorable adjustment to contingent
consideration in the comparative period.”
Source: Nuvei Q3’21 MD&A, p.21

Footnote
(a. iii) to
Adj. EBITDA
Bridge

“change in deferred purchase consideration for previously acquired businesses, which was nil for the
three months and the nine months ended September 30, 2021 (nil for the three months ended September
30, 2020 and a gain of $1.3 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2020
Source: Nuvei Q3’21 MD&A, p.9
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Nuvei Acquired Base Commerce From A Former Top
Executive Who Stepped Down Ahead of Its IPO
John Hughes has multiple LinkedIn profiles. Hughes appeared as part of the Pivotal Payments management team up
until March 2019 as SVP, Strategic Accounts Group. His biography says he was CEO/Co-Founder of Base
Commerce. We find it unusual that he was no longer a part of the top management team pre-IPO.
Recent

Current

Past

Why does this say
President, when his prior
biography says CEO/CoFounder
Source: LinkedIn
Source: LinkedIn

Biography
never said
SVP at Nuvei
Source: LinkedIn

Source: Wayback Machine of Management Team, March 2019 64

Base Commerce Deal
Nuvei paid approximately $97 million for Base Commerce, yet incurred a suspiciously low $268k of acquisition costs
expensed through SG&A. M&A transaction costs typically range from 1-3% for deals under $100m, thus making the
0.28% cost to acquire Base Commerce highly unusual. Even if Nuvei was familiar with Base Commerce and didn’t use
a banker, it should have hired legal and financial professionals to conduct full due diligence. Furthermore, unlike other
acquisitions, Nuvei hasn’t disclosed any impact from Base Commerce on net income. Nuvei recently added a Risk
Factor disclosing that it hasn’t independently verified information received from acquisition targets.

Base
Commerce
Transaction
Discussion

“On January 1, 2021, the Company acquired substantially all of the net assets of Base Commerce LLC (“Base”), a
technology-driven payment processing company specializing in bank card and automated clearing house payment
processing solutions. The purchase price for this acquisition totaled $92,678. The remaining amount consists of
a contingent consideration of $3,004 which is contingent upon meeting certain performance metrics. Since the
initial purchase price allocation was estimated, contingent consideration has been reduced by $4,000 and trade and
other payables have increased by $650 and those adjustments have been reflected as an adjustment of $3,350 to
goodwill. To finance the cash consideration noted above, on December 31, 2020, the Company increased its credit
facility by amending its credit agreement to add a term loan of $100,000. Base contributed revenues of $41,517 to the
Company for the period from the acquisition date to September 30, 2021. Acquisition costs of $268 have been
expensed during the nine months ended September 30, 2021.”
Source: Nuvei Q3’21 Financials, p.9

Deal Costs In SG&A as a % of Deal Value
Base
Commerce

Matrix
Services

Simplex

Mazooma

LPP

Vantage
Payments

Smart2Pay

Paymentez

Deal Value

$97.0

$30.9

$290.5

$315.4

$19.1

$7.5

$336.6

$24.5

Deal Costs in SG&A

$0.2

$0.1

$1.0

$1.1

$0.1

$0.1

$4.0

$0.4

% of Deal Value

0.28%

0.36%

0.36%

0.35%

0.52%

1.07%

1.20%

1.44%

Source: Nuvei Financials and Spruce Point Analysis
Note: Deal value includes contingent consideration
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Base Commerce Appears To Have A High Cost
Structure While Organically Declining
Nuvei reported $41.5m of revenue YTD 2021 from Base Commerce. However, commission costs have increased
$47.8m YTD, and the first explanation in the MD&A cites the inclusion of Base Commerce.(1) Furthermore, increases in
cost of revenue are also being attributed to Base Commerce’s inclusion. Management has never disclosed what is the
net income impact of the transaction.

Cost of Revenue

Base
Commerce
Cost
Disclosure

“For the nine months ended September 30, 2021, cost of revenue increased by $52.9 million or 116% as
compared to the nine months ended September 30, 2020 due to an increase of $53.4 million in processing costs,
partly offset by a decrease in cost of goods sold of $0.5 million. The increase in processing costs is mainly driven
by organic growth and the inclusion of Smart2Pay as of November 2020 and Base Commerce as of January
2021. Cost of revenue as a percentage of revenue increased from 17.6% for the nine months ended September 30,
2020 to 19.2% for the nine months ended September 30, 2021 due to Smart2Pay having a higher cost of revenue
compared to Nuvei’s operations due to costs associated with its merchant servicing model.”
Commissions.
During the nine months ended September 30, 2021, commission expense increased by $47.8 million or 97% as
compared to the nine months ended September 30, 2020. The increase was due to the acquisition of Base
Commerce in January 2021 as well as the increase in commission-based volume from organic growth..”
Source: Nuvei Q3’21 Financials, p.9

1) Nuvei say transaction adjusted volumes grew 57% YTD. With commission growing 97%, we estimate 47% or $23m of commission were attributable to Base Commerce
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Why Is Nuvei Linked To Fifth
Manhattan, An Entity Associated With
Individuals In Prison?

Former Pivotal Legal Entity Doing Business As
Fifth Manhattan
GlobalOnePay Inc was a named division and legal entity of Pivotal Payments Inc. and is still listed as “Active” according
to Texas state filings with CEO Fayer as Director and President. We see from Texas legal filings that on April 5, 2016 it
assumed the name of Fifth Manhattan, for which it is conducting business. The form was signed by a former legal
counsel of Pivotal Payments.
Evidence That Fifth Manhattan Is An Entity Under The Pivotal Payment (Nuvei) Structure

Signed by
Caroline Leduc
former General
Counsel of Pivotal
Payments

Source: Texas Secretary of State for GlobalOnePay, Inc. (Tax Id: 32051443821)
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Another Fifth Manhattan Formed In The Same
State Around The Same Time
CCMS Payment Services Inc was formed by John Cooper and Richard Cesario on November 2014.(1) We see that the
assumed name under which the business to be conducted is also “Fifth Manhattan” and was changed March 2015. This is
the exact same name that Pivotal Payments declared its entity to be named Fifth Manhattan.
Another Fifth Manhattan Entity Formed Around The Same Time of Nuvei’s Subsidiary Formation

Pay attention to these
names and this
address

Conducting Business
Under Fifth Manhattan

Source: Texas Secretary of State for CCMS Payment Services, Inc. (Tax Id: 32055653482)
Formation Document, and Certificate of Assumed Business Name

1) OpenCorporates.com
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Two “Fifth Manhattan” Firms Miles Apart?
Notice that the Fifth Manhattan as controlled by Pivotal is just a 20 minute drive from the other Fifth Manhattan. What are
the chances of two businesses with such a unique name so close together?

Pivotal Payments
Fifth Manhattan
Name: April 5, 2016

Cooper and Rosario’s
Fifth Manhattan
March 6, 2015
to March 21, 2016

Source: Google Maps
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Cesario And Cooper Later Sentenced To
Prison For Fraud
A few years later in Texas, a pair of businessmen named John Cooper and Richard Cesario were found guilty of fraud and
each sentenced to prison for a “kickback scheme” that defrauded the U.S. government. Cooper appears on Fifth Manhattan’s
website and his biography says he founded the company in 1998, despite formation documents showing its predecessor CCMS
Payment was formed in 2014.
John Cooper Listed As “Founder” of Fifth Manhattan In February 2016
Later Sentenced To 20 Years In Fraud Case

Contradicted by
previous slide

Source: “Health Care Executive Sentenced to 20 Years in TRICARE Fraud
Case,” July 20, 2020, Justice.gov

Source: Wayback Machine on Fifth Manhattan website, Feb 8, 2016
Note: He never appeared on the website prior to this date
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Cesario And Cooper Later Sentenced To
Prison For Fraud
The formation of Cooper and Cesario’s entity to run the fraud, CCMGRX, LLC was Sept 2014, one month prior to the
formation of CCMS Payments (d/b/a Fifth Manhattan) and at the exact same address of 5050 Quorum Drive in Dallas,
TX. Legal documents confirm money moved in the name of Fifth Manhattan.

There Appears To Be A Link Between Nuvei’s Fifth Manhattan entity, and a $100m Fraud Scheme

Legal
documents show
funds flow
through Fifth
Manhattan

Source: “Ten Additional Defendants Charged in $100 Million TRICARE Fraud Scheme,”
Oct 14, 2026, Justice.gov

CCMGRX LLC
Same Address
And Formed
1 Month Prior
To Formation of
CCMS
Payments (d/b/a
Fifth Manhattan)
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Fifth Manhattan CEO Appeared As
“Registered Agent” For CCMS Processing
Just days after Nuvei’s entity changed its name to Fifth Manhattan on April 5, 2016 the CCMS Payment Services entity
(controlled by convicted felons Cooper and Cesario) filed a form for a “Resignation of Registered Agent”. This form was signed
by Adam Garrett, who was President & COO of Fifth Manhattan according to the company’s website.(1) It is clear from Fifth
Manhattan’s website that it marketed GlobalOnePay services prior to Nuvei assuming the Fifth Manhattan name.(2)

A filing for CCMS
Payment Services
controlled by
felons Cooper
and Cesario

Why Is Current
President and
COO of Fifth
Manhattan The
Resigning
Registered Agent
For Cooper and
Cesario’s CCMS?
1)
2)

Fifth Manhattan website on April 18, 2016, Wayback Machine
GlobalOnePay Auto Account Updater on Fifth Manhattan website, Feb 18, 2016
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Source Says Pivotal Purchased Fifth Manhattan
According to a Google review post, Pivotal / Nuvei purchased Fifth Manhattan five years ago, which puts the time
frame right around Cooper and Cesario’s involvement with the Company. If true as stated below, why would Nuvei
want to buy an entity in a time period where suspicious activity was to have taken place?

Source: Google Reviews
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Why Does Former CFO Fernandes Still Have An
Undisclosed Role With Nuvei
Why is Lester Fernandes, former CFO of Nuvei who departed in 2018, still being listed as a Secretary, Treasurer and
Director of GlobalOnePay according to a 2020 Texas Franchise Tax Public Information Report? CEO Fayer is listed as
President and Director. None of Mr. Fernandes’ public biographies indicate he has a continuing role with Nuvei or any
of its entities.(1)

Former Nuvei CFO
Still Involved?

1) Fernandes bio at Diagram Capital and LinkedIn

Source: Texas Secretary of State
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Issues With Pivoting To European
Acquisitions To Propel Growth

Why We Believe Nuvei Isn’t
Transparent And Troubles May Lie
Ahead With The SafeCharge
Acquisition

We Believe Nuvei Is Not Transparent About What
Is Driving Its Revenue Growth
Nuvei only reports revenue in one operating segment, and at a most basic level, does not give much insight into the mix
of its merchant revenue across “complex” verticals. When we asked a former employee with knowledge of its products,
what is a key metric to evaluate the business, revenue by merchant node was mentioned.
Former
Employee

“I would want to know revenue by merchant category node. If there is one thing I’d want to see is that. Because
that would tell me what their portfolio mix really is, and how risky it really is.”

Merchant Counts

Here’s What
Nuvei Says

Disclosure
Concern

Our growth depends on
our ability to retain
existing clients and
increase sales to
existing clients

Does not disclose new
merchant additions by
quarter. No churn
metrics either

Source: Nuvei IPO Prospectus

SMBs and Enterprise
Customers

We leverage our deep
industry expertise and
thought leadership in
mobile commerce and
eCommerce payments to
serve merchants of all
sizes, from small-andmedium sized businesses
(“SMBs”) to large
enterprises

Doesn’t disclose % of
revenues from SMBs vs
large enterprises

Distribution Method

Complex Verticals

Fee Arrangements

We sell and distribute
our solutions globally
through three primary
channels: direct sales,
indirect sales and
strategic platform
integrations

We serve over 50,000
merchants across a range
of complex verticals such as
regulated online gaming,
regulated foreign exchange
(“FX”) trading and
regulated financial services,
and other diversified
verticals such as social
gaming (e.g., video and
digital gaming), online
retail and marketplaces
and digital goods and
services

Our revenue is primarily
sales volume and
transaction-based,
generated from merchants’
daily sales and through
various fees for value-added
services provided to our
merchants. We also
generate subscription
revenue from our
business intelligence tools,
merchant dashboards and
other technology solutions,
for which we typically
charge flat subscription fees
on a monthly basis

Doesn’t disclose sales
by channel

Does not disclose sales by
complex vertical

Does not disclose sales
breakdown of sales that
from volume-based vs.
subscription (or fixed vs.
variable)
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We Believe Nuvei Is Not Transparent About What
Is Driving Its Revenue Growth (Cont’d)
Spruce Point believes Nuvei’s financial reporting and disclosures are insufficient to allow investors to assess the
quality of, and risks to, its business. In particular, a former employee expressed concerns about its volume reporting.
Spruce Point
Question

Former
Nuvei
Employee

“Nuvei reports a total volume metric. Do you think this is meaningful?”
“It is but the problem we have is that without segmenting those two numbers you don’t get a good feel for the actual revenue
being generated. The reporting of the number is meant to give a sense of how much money goes through their
systems, but you can not drive value directly from that without understanding what the split is between the
technology provisioning and the actual first full service acquiring.”
Total Volume

Here’s What
Nuvei Says

Disclosure
Concern

Total Volume=Value of
transactions processed
under contract with
merchants. Total volume
encompasses both acquiring
volume, where we are in the
flow of funds in the
settlement transaction cycle,
and gateway/technology
volume, where we provide
our gateway/technology
services but are not in the
flow of funds in the
settlement transaction cycle.
Does not provide break
down to assess quality of
the Total Volume KPI

Source: Nuvei IPO Prospectus

Technology
We are a global provider of
payment technology
solutions to merchants and
partners in North America,
Europe, Asia Pacific and
Latin America.
Our Proprietary Technology
Platform is Designed to
Solve the Complexity of
Global Omni-Channel
Payments

Foreign Currency

Payment Methods

Geography

Approximately 46% of
the Company’s revenues
and approximately 30%
of its expenses are in
currencies other than
the US dollar. The
Company does not enter
into arrangements to
hedge its currency risk

A significant portion of
our revenue is generated
by payments with credit,
debit and prepaid cards

We are a global provider of
payment technology
solutions to merchants and
partners in North America,
Europe, Asia Pacific and
Latin America

Expenditure on research
activities is recognized in
profit or loss as incurred
Does not disclose any
patents or any research
and development expenses

Does not disclose the
impact of FX
movements on revenue

Does not disclose sales by
payment method

Reports “Rest of World”
revenue without specifics
for Asia or Latin America
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Overview of SafeCharge Acquisition
SafeCharge was a payments technology company. The Company was co-founded by Teddy Sagi and David Avgi in 2006, and
IPO’ed on London’s AIM exchange under the ticker SCH. According to news sources, Mr. Sagi first made headlines in Israel in
1994 when he was arrested and charged with manipulating the value of stock in a widespread banking fraud. Sagi, one of the
youngest among those arrested, admitted grave deceit, bribery, and insider trading.(1) Nuvei completed the acquisition of
SafeCharge for US$ 889 million on August 1, 2019 and touted its goal of accelerating growth. The transaction was financed with
first lien debt, and the issuance of an unsecured convertible debenture.

NVEI
Says

“The acquisition is highly strategic and complementary to both businesses, aimed at accelerating the growth of the
combined organization. It further strengthens Nuvei’s payment technology and creates a truly global presence. While Nuvei
has traditionally operated in the US and Canada focusing on the SMB market, SafeCharge has established a solid foothold
across European, Asian and Latin-American territories, servicing large scale merchants in both revenues and size.”
Source: “Nuvei Completes Acquisition of SafeCharge for US$889 Million, Strengthening its Global Payment Technology And Reach”, Press release, Aug 1, 2019

Nuvei Paid A 77% Premium To SafeCharge’s
Historical Average Share Price (Pre-Announcement)

Up Until The Acquisition, SafeCharge Showed Steady Growth
Under Nuvei, It No Longer Reports Number of Transactions

Avg Price

Source: Bloomberg
1) TheDailyMail.co.uk May 30, 2020

Source: SafeCharge 2018 review, March 13, 2019
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What Was The Motivation of the SafeCharge
Acquisition? SafeCharge CEO Points To Market
Saturation
While Nuvei was promoting the acquisition of SafeCharge as transformative and creating a global leader with
“massive scale and reach”, the CEO of SafeCharge made statements to the local Israeli media saying the “market
was saturated with competition and regulation”, and that consolidation was a good move.

SafeCharge
CEO
Avgi

“This is a market saturated with competition and regulation, the small players will not survive, so consolidation is a
good move for the company.”
Source: “Teddy Sagi’s huge exit: Safe-Charge sells for $889m”, May 2019, Themarker.com as translated by Google

Nuvei
CEO
Fayer

“The acquisition is highly strategic and complementary to both businesses, aimed at accelerating the growth of the
combined organization. It further strengthens Nuvei’s payment technology and creates a truly global presence.”
“This marks the dawn of a new, exciting journey for Nuvei,” stated Philip Fayer, Nuvei’s Chairman and CEO. “Thanks to
SafeCharge’s technology platform, we’ve enhanced our ability to deliver powerful payment solutions to our technology
partners, merchants and resellers. With offices across 14 countries and unparalleled fintech expertise, we’ve transformed our
combined organization into a diversified, global payments leader with massive scale and reach.”
Source: “Nuvei Completes Acquisition of SafeCharge”, Aug 2019, Nuvei Press Release
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We Believe Nuvei Provided Vague And Deficient
Explanations of Revenue Growth In 2020
Despite having closed on SafeCharge in August 1, 2019, Nuvei did not give any indication of how much revenue was
being recognized from SafeCharge in 2020. As a best practice, public companies should provide revenue contribution
from acquisitions over a one year period. As a result, we believe Nuvei should have provided revenue contributions
from SafeCharge through its Q3 2020 financial reporting period. However, Nuvei did not provide this information.
FY
2019

Only Post-Deal Revenue Disclosure: “SafeCharge contributed revenues of $55,853 and net income of $11,643
to the Company for the period from the acquisition date to December 31, 2019.”

Q3
2020

“For the three months ended September 30, 2020, revenue increased by $22.8 million or 32% as compared to the
three months ended September 30, 2019. The increase is due to total volume growth driven by the SafeCharge
Transaction in August 2019, and organic growth.”
“For the year ended December 31, 2020, revenue increased by $129.2 million or 53% as compared to the year
ended December 31, 2019. The increase is driven by acquisition growth (SafeCharge acquisition in August 2019
and Smart2Pay in November 2020) as well as organic growth.

2020
Annual
Report

Total volume increased from $24.6 billion in the year ended December 31, 2019 to $43.2 billion in the year
ended December 31, 2020, an increase of $18.6 billion or 76%.
Assuming the SafeCharge acquisition and Smart2Pay acquisition had occurred on January 1, 2019, total volume
would have been $44.6 billion in the year ended December 31, 2020, compared to $35.3 billion in the year ended
December 31, 2019, an increase of $9.3 billion or 26%.

Assuming the SafeCharge acquisition and Smart2Pay acquisition had occurred on January 1, 2019, revenue
would have been $406.6 million in the year ended December 31, 2020, compared to $342.0 million in the year
ended December 31, 2019, an increase of $64.6 million or 19%.”
Notice NVEI convolutes
two acquisitions
Source: Nuvei Q3 2020 MD&A at Sedar.com ; 2020 Annual Report
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Interview With A Former SafeCharge Employee
Sheds Light On Deal Issues
An interview Spruce Point conducted with a former SafeCharge employee confirmed our suspicions that the
SafeCharge acquisition had not gone according to plan and was experiencing lower growth prospects.

Question
Former
SafeCharge
Employee
Question
Former
SafeCharge
Employee
Question
Former
SafeCharge
Employee
Question
Former
SafeCharge
Employee

“At the time Nuvei bought SafeCharge, had the Company’s growth prospects come down?”
“Yes, exactly.”
“You mentioned SafeCharge culture was very focused on gaming and when Phillip and Nuvei came in they didn’t realize
SafeCharge was not geared for other industries?”
“Absolutely. To be honest, how can you find out? If you take over a company, you only look at the people and the CVs and see
they have experience. He found out in the late stage and that is why they are recruiting very strongly right now.”
“Are you familiar with the other gaming assets Nuvei has purchased? Why do you think they are during so many deals?”
“Yes. Its both a technology thing and to acquire the customers. Its about the clients and to be honest, most DSPs in the
U.S. don’t have the necessary experience in the gambling industry because it hasn’t been allowed.”
“Are you aware of any SafeCharge or Nuvei clients who have been exposed for fraudulent activities?”
“Yes. I mean in this industry you have good and bad stuff so it would not surprise me. Yes. For example, you have some
FX companies they are servicing. Interpol and the FBI are cleaning those companies up. For sure they have affiliations with
them because they do quite a few FX companies.”

Source: Spruce Point research
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Interview With Former Senior Nuvei Employee
Spruce Point conducted an interview with a former senior Nuvei employee who was at the Company prior to, and after
the closing of SafeCharge. The interview reveled multiple challenges with the acquisition. In addition, suspicions of
accounting changes to boost performance were raised.
Question

“Of all the acquisitions are there any you think did not make sense?”

Former
Nuvei
Employee

“I would say SafeCharge is the one I didn’t understand. The other ones made sense that there would be some benefit of
economics of scale or horizontal expansion. The SafeCharge one just felt off compared to those.”

Question

“How do you think the SafeCharge acquisition went?”

Former
Nuvei
Employee

“I would say their targets for integration and migration were unrealistic. I think their understanding of the variances and the
level of effort it was going to require to take the SafeCharge platform to North America was underestimated. My estimate was it
was going to cost about half the purchase price and take about four years to do what they wanted to do. I have no
understanding of where they are today. I would not be surprised based on comments when they went live on NASDAQ and that
they were doing so to shore up their financial position, that it was due to additional complication from trying to bring
those two platforms together.”

Question

“That is interesting because the business is generating cash flow, no? Is it fair to say Nuvei was losing money when you were
there?”

Former
Nuvei
Employee

“For me its odd to see everything in the black. There is a little bit of me that is saying, “ok, what accounting practices did
you change?” The annual report did not give me enough information to understand why there was the big switch. Yes, they
had more volumes but the expense and number of manual processes they had in place and the cost to automate those
processes would have blown that additional revenue out of the water.”

Source: Spruce Point research
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Interview With Former Nuvei Employee Familiar
With Its European Business
An interview with a former SafeCharge (now Nuvei) employee confirmed our belief that Nuvei entered the European
gaming market as its existing retail business became more competitive. This higher risk business allowed for a recent
uplift in margins which we believe will be unsustainable. The expert also confirmed our belief that Nuvei has outdated
processes and technology and will require an investment into more automation of its processes to continue growing.
Former
Nuvei
Employee

“SafeCharge was a gambling company, processing payments for gambling across Europe, some FX, which you might consider to be higher
risk. Nuvei was the opposite, mom and pop retail, in store. We were trying to de-risk the portfolio by bringing in more retail. We started
partnerships with PayPal, Alipay since those are things relevant to customers around the world.”

Question

“What were the growth prospects of SafeCharge before Nuvei bought them?”

Former
Nuvei
Employee

“They were a victim of their own success. They kind of milked almost everything they could out of the key niche. Travel is a difficult one
in terms of risk and underwriting. I think they were trying to access retail for a long time, but it didn’t take me long to realize they didn’t even
access American Express or PayPal, so you're not going to sell to many retailers. Then Phil and Nuvei come in with a completely retail
focused mindset and then things accelerate. I still question their platform integrations. You have a retail group focused on delivering
physical products or picking them up instore and you’ve got a gambling group. Real different needs in those markets. I would
never bring up to a retailer that we work with gambling companies. They don’t like it. You have to separate the two.”

Question

“Is Adyen better positioned than Nuvei?”

Former
Nuvei
Employee

“Yes, in terms of coverage and platform integration. If you ask any retailer, they would love to add Alipay, WeChat Pay or whatever
makes it easy. If you don’t have that integrated into your platform then its not easy and it will cost millions to do all these things and add open
banking. Its about saving them time. Stripe has done the best job in terms of the entry level stuff, but they are very expensive.”

Question

“What concerns you?”

Former
Nuvei
Employee

“I would want to know what the true investment is and not just their plans for retail, digital goods, education and other areas. I would want to
see them hiring in those areas. I always felt they weren’t committed to that, and you can see that by their integrations. They only have
three now. They just haven’t got those integrations with the big players.”

Former
Nuvei
Employee

“Gambling companies will take on many payment providers. They will also use it as leverage. They generally have lots of payments
analysts. In retail they don’t have that. You will generally be the only provider. You can push much harder to try getting gabling companies to
try us.”

Source: Spruce Point research
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Interview With Former Nuvei Employee Familiar
With Its European Business
Given SafeCharge’s historical strength around gaming, challenges of cross-selling to service to industries such as retail
were expressed by a former employee. In addition, there were challenges expressed around Nuvei’s automation
processes.
Question

“With all the integrations, were there challenges cross-selling?”

Former
Nuvei
Employee

“Yes, with the Nuvei and SafeCharge it took about a year before we could actually share APIs to even share our traffic.
I think we rushed to market and was just like ‘Hey there, we can do everything for you.’”

Question

“What did the compensation for the sales team look like?”

Former
Nuvei
Employee

“It was on a percentage of revenue. It was the same for whatever team you worked on. They struggled to keep good people in
low margin areas because you could sell and make no money. That’s the reality of it. Tesco wouldn’t make any money. It would
put salespeople off from exploring those opportunities. If you're selling gambling, you are taking 2-3% but if you're selling retail,
you are lucky to get 5 basis points.”

Question

“Is there anything you would like to add?”

Former
Nuvei
Employee

“They cannot do marketplace without automated onboarding. eBay has 20 million customers; you can’t underwrite every single
one. Automation is absolutely required here. KYC, AML and all of that just so easy. But they are still doing it the old way
out in Cyprus. It is taking too long to underwrite, and they are asking for too much information by treating them like a
gambling company. It would be a nightmare to take on a hotel group with thousand of individual operated hotels all owned
separately. You literally have to go to every on of them, get passport, utility bills, etc. or you can do it automatically.”

Source: Spruce Point research
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SafeCharge Had Better Disclosures As A
Standalone Company
SafeCharge provided better disclosures around where its revenues came from. In particular, notice that it classified
revenues by industry and customer concentration. Under Nuvei, these disclosures are not provided. However, after
conducting interviews of former employees, we believe SafeCharge/Nuvei did have high exposures to gambling and
recent revenue growth came from increased exposure to a select few customers.

Source: SafeCharge Presentation
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SafeCharge Growth Significantly Benefitting Nuvei;
But We Learned of Customer Concentration Risk
We believe Nuvei has made it difficult to determine its organic growth. Under Nuvei, SafeCharge adjusted its revenue
accounting to a net basis, consistent with Nuvei’s revenue recognition. We adjust SafeCharge’s historical revenue to
conform to Nuvei’s. In 2020, we take the implied SafeCharge revenue from contributions to its geographic segment
reporting (see earlier slide: North American revenue decline). We estimate that SafeCharge grew over 50% in 2020 with
high exposure to gaming.
Spruce
Point
Question

“We’ve been having a difficult time understanding SafeCharge’s organic growth and revenue contributed, but we estimate it was
over 50% in 2020. Do you believe this and what do you think drove this?”

Former
Nuvei
Employee

“I do believe that, but it's inflated by two customers and I know they won't tell you, but I know, they acquired a very large
gambling contract (one of the biggest in the UK), which, contributed a lot more growth to it, but also, you know, where they are
focused at the moment, enabling new gambling regions.”

SafeCharge Estimated Growth 2019 - 2020
2019

$ mm

2018
SafeCharge
Full Year

2020
SafeCharge
Full Year

6M Ended
June 30th
(A)

July
2019
(B)

Aug 1-Dec 31st
2019
(C)

SafeCharge
Full Year 2019
(A+B+C)

$79.3

$13.0

$76.7

$168.7

NA

SafeCharge
Reported
Accounting
Adjustment
SafeCharge
Under Nuvei

($37.1)

($26.3)

($20.6)

($47.0)

NA

$101.4

$66.0

$55.8

$121.7

$183.9

% YoY Growth

NA

--

--

20.0%

51.1%

$138.5

Source: Nuvei IPO Prospectus at Sedar.com; 2020 Annual Report
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How Did SafeCharge’s Profitability Mysteriously
Explode Under Nuvei?
Despite SafeCharge’s CEO describing the market as saturated, and former employees describing the SafeCharge
acquisition as having challenges, including expectations for integration not being realistic and Nuvei’s processes and
technology being outdated, we estimate that SafeCharge’s profit margins materially expanded from 24.5% to 45.1% in
the period following closing. In its 2020 Annual Report, Nuvei admits, “SafeCharge and Smart2Pay have a higher
relative cost of revenue than Nuvei’s operation in the North American market due to costs associated with its merchant
servicing model.” Furthermore, Nuvei disclosed just $1.2m of severance and integration expenses in 2019, hardly
enough to explain such significant profit margin expansion in our view. We call on Nuvei’s management to explain
how this is possible?
SafeCharge Estimated Profit Margin Change: Pre and Post-Acquisition By Nuvei
2018
SafeCharge
Full Year

SafeCharge Under Nuvei
Aug 1 - Dec 31st 2019

$138.5
($37.1)

$76.7
($20.6)

$101.4

$55.8

Net Income Reported By Nuvei

--

$11.6

Add: Estimated
Amortization Expense

--

$13.5

$24.8
24.5%

$26.6
45.1%

$ mm

SafeCharge Reported
Accounting Adjustment (1)
SafeCharge Revenue
Under Nuvei Accounting (A)

Profit After Tax (B)
Profit Margin = (B/A)

Comments
(Sources On Next Slide)

As provided by Nuvei in its Prospectus
As provided by Nuvei in its Prospectus and
2020 Annual Report
Nuvei says the $11.6m net income includes
amortization. We add back an estimate
from the incremental amortization between
2018 and 2019, and adjust lower for LPP,
Matrix and Vantage acquisitions
=Net Income + Est. Amortization Expense

1) From gross to net revenue adjustment. Should not impact ultimate profitability.
Note: Between 2017 and 2018, SafeCharge reported revenue growth of 24%, but profit margin fell by 340 basis points. Under Nuvei, we estimate
SafeCharge’s revenue grew 20% in 2019, yet profit margins expanded 2,060 basis points
Note: Ignores tax effect on amortization expense because Nuvei was reporting net income losses
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Supporting Financials For Estimated SafeCharge
Margin Improvement Post Acquisition
SafeCharge’s 2018 Results Pre-Acquisition

Source: SafeCharge 2018 Annual Report

SafeCharge Revenues Adjusted For Nuvei Accounting

Incremental SafeCharge Amortization In 2019 Estimated As
The Difference Between 2018 and 2019 Amortization

Source: Nuvei IPO Prospectus

Revenues And Net Income Reported By Nuvei Post-Closing of
SafeCharge Aug 1, 2019

Source: Nuvei 2020 Annual Report
Note: Also see page 21, (a)(iv) where Nuvei discloses only $1,187 of severance
and integration expenses for 2019
Note: red emphasis Spruce Point
Source: Nuvei IPO Prospectus
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Nuvei Didn’t Appear To Cut Significant Labor Costs
To Explain Material Increase In Margins
SafeCharge had approximately 400 employees, which the majority in R&D and technology. SafeCharge’s CEO made a
public statement assuring its development works had no cause for concern since Nuvei was very interested in its
technology. Pivotal Payments had approximately 450 employees. On a go forward basis, Nuvei reported 800+
employees. Nuvei didn’t disclose any material restructuring charges that would lead us to believe it cut significant labor.

SafeCharge
CEO

“Avgi finds it important to stress that the development workers have no cause for concern. "In deals like this the
workers are sometimes a little anxious. I wish to make it very clear: one of the reasons for the deal is the
technology, and so the development workers in Israel and Bulgaria should be confident that we shall continue to
grow and develop new products."
Source: “Safecharge was my baby”, Globes Israel, May 23, 2019

SafeCharge’s 2018 Employees
Pre-Acquisition

Source: SafeCharge 2018 Annual Report
Red emphasis Spruce Point

Pivotal Payments March 2019
Employees Pre-Acquisition

Source: Wayback Machine (March 2019)

Nuvei Combined
Mid 2020

Source: Wayback Machine (May 2020)
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Smart2Pay or Not?

Suspicious Pre-Marketing of Smart2Pay As A
Nuvei Company Prior To Deal Agreement
Nuvei says it entered into a purchase agreement to acquire Smart2Pay on May 17, 2020. Yet, according to the
Wayback Machine, Smart2Pay was already marketing itself as “A Nuvei Company” in advance of the purchase
agreement being signed. This appears to be suspicious and could suggest that Nuvei either already owned or
controlled Smart2Pay prior to its purchase, or pulled forward financial performance earlier than it otherwise should
have for the combined company. We also observe that Wayback Machines captures of www.smart2pay.com are
curiously absent from 2014 – May 12, 2020.
Deal
Struck
May
17th
2020

“On May 17, 2020, the Company entered into a purchase agreement with the sole member of Smart2Pay, a payment
services provider headquartered in The Netherlands, to acquire all of the sole member’s ownership interest for total
consideration of approximately $240,001 (€221,567). The total consideration is expected to be settled with a cash
consideration of $66,689 (€61,567) and the remaining balance will be paid either by issuance of a convertible debenture of
$173,312 (€160,000) or by the issuance of shares of the Company, for which a final determination has not yet been made.
The closing of the transaction is subject to certain customary conditions.”
Source: Nuvei IPO Prospectus at Sedar.com; subsequent event p. 214

Website
on
May 13th
2020

Source: Wayback Machine, Smart2Pay website on May 13, 2020

An agreement hadn’t been reached, yet
Smart2Pay was marketing itself as a
Nuvei Company
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Smart2Pay Deal Price Increased 40% While
Auditors Flag Valuation As A Critical Matter
Notice carefully that between deal announcement on May 17, 2020 and closing Nov 2, 2020, Nuvei ended up paying
approximately 40% more for Smart2Pay. The final payment ended up being $81m in cash and 6.7m NVEI shares
issued at $37.95, which NVEI says was based on the quoted price on the TSX at closing. However, it closed at
C$51.56 and according to the bank of Canada, the FX rate was 0.7543. That gives a price for NVEI stock at $38.90
per share. It appears that Smart2Pay may have received a favorable discount to the market value. Nuvei’s auditor
highlighted the valuation of the intangible assets as a “Critical Audit Matter” in the Annual Report.

Prelim.
Deal
Terms

“On May 17, 2020, the Company entered into a purchase agreement with the sole member of Smart2Pay, a payment services
provider headquartered in The Netherlands, to acquire all of the sole member’s ownership interest for total consideration of
approximately $240,001 (€221,567). The total consideration is expected to be settled with a cash consideration of $66,689
(€61,567) and the remaining balance will be paid either by issuance of a convertible debenture of $173,312 (€160,000) or by
the issuance of shares of the Company, for which a final determination has not yet been made. The closing of the transaction
is subject to certain customary conditions.”
Source: Nuvei IPO Prospectus at Sedar.com; subsequent event p. 214

Final
Deal
Terms

Critical
Audit
Matter

“On November 2, 2020, the Company acquired Smart2Pay Technology & Services B.V. (“Smart2Pay”), a payment services
provider headquartered in the Netherlands for a total consideration of $336.6 million…The fair value of the consideration
transferred consisted of cash paid of 70,900 ($81,927), subject to closing adjustments, and 6,711,923 Subordinate Voting
Shares issued from the Company’s treasury at a fair value of $37.95 per share, which is based on the quoted price of the
Subordinate Voting Shares on the TSX on the closing date.”

“The fair value of the intangible assets acquired included $103.5 million of partner and merchant relationships and $63.1
million of technologies. Management applied critical judgment in determining the fair value of the intangible assets. To
estimate the fair value of the intangible assets, management used the excess earnings method to value partner and merchant
relationships and the royalty relief method to value technologies using discounted cash flow models. Management
developed significant assumptions related to revenue and gross margin forecasts, partner and merchant attrition
rates, royalty rates and discount rates.”
Source: Nuvei 2020 Annual Report
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Insights of Smart2Pay
Reviewing social media as an indicator of brand development and engagement of Smart2Pay, we find limited social
media followers, or evidence that the Company was growing headcount rapidly leading up to its acquisition by Nuvei.

LinkedIn Employment Trends

Limited Twitter Engagement

Pre-Acquisition Period

Source: LinkedIn Premium

Minimal Facebook Following

Source: Twitter
Source: Facebook
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Smart2Pay’s Profitability In Decline Leading Up To
Nuvei’s Acquisition
As of the last financial statements filed by Smart2Pay in the Netherlands, we see that its was experiencing double digit
declines in key profitability metrics through 2019, and before the impact of COVID-19. The ratio of EBIT to Gross
Margin contracted by 680 basis points.

Smart2Pay Dutch Regulatory Filing

2019

2018

YoY
Change

Similar to
Gross Margin

-13.1%

Similar To
EBIT

-14.5%

-14.2%
Source: Dutch Corporate Registry
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We Estimate Smart2Pay’s Profit Margins
Materially Expanded In 2020 Without Explanation
We estimate that Smart2Pay’s net profit margins ballooned from 28.5% (pre-acquisition 2019) to 49.2% (post
close 2020). This is despite Smart2Pay having a higher processing cost (cost of revenue) than Nuvei.(1)
Furthermore, Nuvei didn’t record or disclose any material restructuring costs, and the Wayback Machine shows no
changes in pricing from pre and post-deal closing that would explain the profit increase.(2) Yet despite this
miraculous achievement, Nuvei did not draw much attention to Smart2Pay’s resounding success with elaboration
on the conference call, or discussion in the MD&A.

Smart2Pay Financial Reporting Under Nuvei

2019 Results (Pre-Deal)
$30.1m of revenue
$8.6m of net income(3)
=28.5% profit margin in 2019

Source: 2020 Annual Report
1)
2)
3)
4)

2020 Post Close
$9.7m of revenue
$2.0m of net income
=20.8% profit margin post
acquisition in 2020
+$2.8m intangible amort(4)
=Adj. Net Income $4.8m
49.2% Adj. profit margin

As disclosed in the annual report MD&A under cost of revenue
Using Wayback Machine of Smart2Pay’s pricing page (Aug 6, 2020) and (Nov 28, 2020)
Based on Netherlands filings previously shown, converted at average Euro rate of 1.1194
$166m of intangibles added from Smart2Pay acquisition, with assumed amortization over 10yrs, and contributing 2/12th of a year in 2020 (deal close Nov 2nd)
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How Did Margins Increase So Dramatically, When
No Employees Appear To Have Been Terminated
It appears that Smart2Pay’s approximately 50 employees were to join Nuvei. This further calls into question how
could its margins increase so dramatically in the absence of significant cost reductions. LinkedIn employment
trends also show no indication of employment attrition.
Smart2Pay LinkedIn Trends

Nuvei Says 50
Employees
Expected To
Join

Source: IPO Prospectus at Sedar.com, p.45
Source: LinkedIn Premium Smart2Pay

Smat2Pay
Filings Show
Approximately
50 Employees

Source: Smart2Pay Dutch Filings
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Smart2Pay’s Revenues Appear To Have
Fallen Post Acquisition
In the context of wildly increasing margins being reported by Smart2Pay following the close, we investigated its revenue
post closing. Our analysis suggests that Smart2Pay’s revenues declined by approximately 6% in Q1 2021.

Estimated Smart2Pay Revenue Performance Post Acquisition By Nuvei
From Nov Close To Year End 2020

$ mm

First Full Quarter Q1 2021 Post Close

Estimated
Q4 2020
Revenues

$ mm

Total Nuvei Sales (A)
Smart2Pay Revenue
Contribution in Quarter (A)

$9.7

% of Quarter (B)

66%

Full Quarter Smart2Pay
Revenue Estimate = (A/B)

$14.7

Source: Nuvei 2020 Annual Report
Spruce Point estimate based on two months of revenue
contribution from Nov 2, 2020 closing to year end

Base Commerce and Smart2Pay
% Revenue Contribution (B)
Base Commerce and
Smart2Pay Revenue (C) = (A*B)

Estimated
Q1 2021
Revenues

$149.9
19% (1)
$28.5

Less: Base Commerce (D)

($14.7) (2)

Smart2Pay Revenue = (C-D)

$13.8

1)
2)

Q1 2020 MD&A, page 22 under “Limitation of Scope and Design”
Q1 2020 Financial Statements, page 10
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Smart2Pay Shrinking
Smart2Pay’s margin increase is unlikely to be explained by its ability to rationalize its operational footprint. Using the
Wayback Machine, we see that even through May 2021, it was still operating out of five global locations. The website
has recently been updated and now omits operations in the U.S. and Spain.

Smart2Pay: Aug 2020 - May 2021

Smart2Pay Shrinking Global Footprint – Today Nov 2021

Source: Smart2Pay website

Source: Aug 2020 through May 2021 via Wayback Machine
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Signs The Growth “Story” Is Cracking:
40% – 60% Downside Potential

First Slide Modification Q2’21: No Longer Backing
“High Growth Vertical” Expected Growth Rates?
CAGRs in Nuvei’s “High Growth Verticals” slide had been reported since Nuvei’s IPO. Now they are being removed
after a significant improvement in cash flow and expansion of Nuvei’s share price. This is despite management
proclaiming it could offer medium and long-term growth targets in excess of 30% and EBITDA margins of 50%.(1) A
former employee we interviewed believes the recent volume growth rates will come down as it has to compete in less
risky (lower margin) markets.
Former
Nuvei
Employee
Interview

“They did 140% (total volume) recently. Having said that, even though I really believe in Philip, Nuvei and
SafeCharge, I think it (volume growth) will now go a little bit down. They had the pitch and utilized the services,
products in the background, Nuvei on the high risk in the states. Now they find a place where they have to start
competing in the less risk markets.”
Source: Spruce Point Research
From IPO to Q1 2021

Source: Q1 2021 Presentation
1) Q2’2021 Conf Call

As of Q2 2021

Notice CAGR expectations have
disappeared from its
“High Growth Verticals”

Source: Q2 2021 Presentation
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Second Slide Modification Q3’21: Full Retraction
of TAM and CAGR By High Growth Segment
In Q3 2021, Nuvei made another modification to its “Focus on High Growth Verticals” slide. Looking carefully, we see it
now removed the sales TAM per vertical in addition to the CAGR expectation. Furthermore, Nuvei no longer makes
the statement of “tremendous upside from continuing to gain share in a massive market.”

Source: Q3 2021 Presentation

Notice CAGR expectations and
TAMs per “High Growth Verticals”
have disappeared

Notice prior version talked about
upside from gaining share –
no longer on the slide
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Pulling Back From China, One of The Largest
Economies In The World?
Nuvei just removed China as a key location despite boasting of the importance in growing globally with its customers:
“Growing with our customers is a primary contributor to our growth story, as our customers grow their needs grow and
their solution requirements change. They may be expanding from country to country, growing not only in one market,
but many markets around the world” and “Importantly, it's still early days and we see a lot of white space in each of our
verticals and our current geographies, as well as significant opportunity in our under penetrated geographies in
LATAM, APAC, Africa, and the Middle East.”(1)
Prior Q2 2021

Recent Q3 2021

??

Source: Q2 2021 Presentation
1) Q2 and Q3 2021 Conference Call

Source: Q3 2021 Presentation
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We Believe “Pulling Forward Investment” And Recent
Technology & Marketing Executive Changes Are
Negative
We believe Nuvei’s talk about having to “accelerated investments” that are being pulled forward from 2022 into 2021 is a
negative development that dovetails with our research findings that many of its technology processes are dated, and
that its easiest high risk, higher margin business that benefited results recently won’t be repeated. In addition, on
October 1st, Nuvei announced leadership team changes and that its long-time Chief Technology Officer would retire.(1)

CEO Fayer On Pulling Forward Investment

“From the time of our IPO last year, we talked about having an under distributed business model, which has
been an area of investment focus. We've accelerated investments originally scheduled for 2022 into
2021 expanding our commercial teams globally. Today, our commercial team has more than doubled
from the first-half of last year, and we're extremely pleased with the talent we brought on board. The team is
making real contribution and there's a lot of momentum which is both very exciting and an important
inflection point.”
Source: Q3 2021 Conference Call

1) “Nuvei Strengthens Executive Leadership with Technology Industry Veteran”, Oct 1, 2021, Nuvei Press Release
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New Risk Factor Added
In light of our issues with various acquisitions (including: purchases from owners embroiled in litigation, limited deal
costs and, unexplainable and quick post-acquisition financial improvement at Smart2Pay and SafeCharge), we find it
curious that Nuvei recently added a new Risk Factor warning about information received from targets, and that it has
not independently verified the accuracy or completeness of information received.
New Risk Factor Added
The disclosure regarding recently completed acquisitions and adjusted financial information in respect of
such acquisitions included in this MD&A is based on information provided to the Company by the relevant
sellers, and may not be accurate or complete
“The disclosure regarding recently completed acquisitions and adjusted financial information in respect of such
acquisitions included in this MD&A is based on information provided to the Company by the relevant sellers, and may
not be accurate or complete This MD&A contains disclosure regarding recently completed acquisitions and adjusted
financial information in respect of such acquisitions that is based on information provided to the Company by the
relevant sellers. Although the Company conducts what it believes to be a sufficient level of investigation in connection
with acquisitions, an unavoidable level of risk remains regarding the accuracy and completeness of the information
provided to the Company by the relevant sellers. The Company has not independently verified the accuracy or
completeness of such information, and there may be events which may have occurred with respect to the
acquired businesses or which may affect the completeness or accuracy of the information provided by the
relevant sellers which are unknown to the Company. The adjusted financial information contained in this MD&A in
respect of recently completed acquisitions is presented for illustrative purposes only and is not necessarily indicative of
the financial position or results of operations that actually would have occurred had the relevant acquisitions been
completed at the relevant times, nor is it indicative of the future operating results or financial position of the acquired
companies being operated as a part of the Company. Such unaudited financial information reflects assumptions and
adjustments that are based upon preliminary estimates. These estimates may be revised as additional information
becomes available and as additional analyses are performed. Accordingly, the final acquisition-related adjustments
may differ materially from the adjustments reflected therein.”
Source: Q3 2021 MD&A, p. 29 at Sedar.com
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Interesting Time To Add A Clawback Policy

In light of our evidence that the financial statements are being revised, and growth rates and TAMs are being
retracted, we find that Nuvei also recently entered into a Clawback Policy with executives.

New Clawback Adopted While Financial Revisions Starting To Appear

Clawback Policy
On October 4, 2021, the Company implemented a formal clawback policy as an additional approach to
mitigate compensation risk. The clawback policy enables the Board to require reimbursement of all or a
portion of compensation received by an executive officer pursuant to awards made under the Company’s
short-term and long term incentive plans in the event of either of the following: (a) There has been a
restatement of the Company’s financial statements; and the amount of the incentive compensation paid or
awarded to an Executive Officer would have been lower if it was calculated based on the achievement of
certain financial results that were subsequently the subject of or affected by the restatement of the Company’s
financial statements; or (b) the executive officer engaged in misconduct (including fraud, negligence, or
material noncompliance with legal requirements or the Company’s Code of Ethics).

Source: Nuvei Q3’2021 MD&A
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Revenue Quietly Being Restated
Nuvei is quietly restating revenue higher in 2020 without explanation.

2020
Annual
Report

Q1
2021

Q2
2021

Source: Nuvei Financials
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Financial Statement Revisions Now Increasing
Reclassifications related to FX gains/losses in net finance cost and SG&A have been disclosed, but revenue revisions
are continuing into Q3 2021.

Recent Q3 2021 Report
Material Revisions To Prior Year

Recent Q3 2020 Report

Source: Nuvei Financials
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Receivables Restatement Point To Further
Revenue Recognition Troubles
Spruce Point observes that Nuvei just restated a key disclosure related to its concentration risk of receivables and
didn’t draw attention to the revision. Receivables are closely related to sales, which we pointed out are being revised.

Recent
Disclosure
for 2020
as of
Q3 2021

Original
Disclosure
For 2020

Source: FY 2020 Annual Report and red emphasis Spruce Point
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Cash From Operations Restated

Be extremely careful when operating cash flow is being revised in the first year after going public.

Recent Q3 2021 Report
Revisions To Prior Year

Prior Year: Q3 2020 Report

Source: Nuvei Financials
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Cash From Financing Restatement
How is it possible that Nuvei could not accurately account for dividend payments by subsidiaries to non-controlling
interests? In addition, there are unusual revisions to lease payments.

Recent Q3 2021
Report
Material
Revisions To
Prior Year

Recent Q3
2020 Report

Source: Nuvei Financials
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Cash Flow From Stretching Payables
A close look at Nuvei’s working capital and balance sheet reveals that payables are being increased at a faster rate
than receivables. Working capital is turning more negative. We believe this is helping to generate cash flow in the near
term which may not be sustainable.
Nuvei Working Capital Analysis

6/30/20

9/30/20

12/31/20

3/31/21

6/30/21

9/30/21

YoY
Growth

Current Assets
(ex: cash) (A)

$43.0

$43.2

$53.6

$64.3

$63.2

$60.5

41%

Current Liabilities
(B)

$62.3

$61.8

$79.5

$91.4

$117.1

$130.9

110%

Working Capital
C=(A-B)

($19.3)

($18.6)

($25.9)

($27.1)

($54.0)

($70.4)

264%

LTM Sales (D)

$315.6

$338.5

$375.0

$441.9

$537.6

$627.9

--

Working Capital To
LTM Sales (C/D)

-6.1%

-5.5%

-6.9%

-6.1%

-10.0%

-11.2%

--

Accounts Receivable

$29.9

$31.9

$32.1

$42.5

$40.8

$43.3

45%

Accounts Payable

$50.4

$57.5

$64.8

$70.0

$91.9

$98.5

96%

Source: Nuvei Financials and Spruce Point Analysis
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Follow The Money: Insiders Are Selling

Major shareholders have been selling and / or diluting their interest through multiple equity offerings in Sept 2020
(IPO), June and October 2021 and stock issued for acquisitions.

Sept 2020
IPO
Prospectus

Source: IPO Prospectus

June 2021
Equity
Issuance

Source: Nuvei June 2021 Prospectus
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We Believe Nuvei Trades At An Unjustified
Premium To Peers
As we’ve demonstrated, Nuvei’s revenue is low quality (already being restated) and growth has come from inorganic
acquisitions and higher risk (and margin) business which will we believe will revert towards lower margin in the future. We
believe Nuvei’s management team has a shady history, its post-acquisition margin improvement is highly suspect, and its
disclosures are substandard. As a result, we don’t believe Nuvei should trade a premium multiple to industry peers.
$ in mm, except per share figures

Name (Ticker)

Stock
Price
12/7/2021

Adj
Ent.
Value

Gross
Margin

2022E
OCF
Margin

EBITDA
Margin

Sales
Growth
'21E-'22E

Paypal (PYPL)

$191.02

$222,149

52.5%

26.7%

27.7%

18.6%

8.8x

Square (SQ)

$189.51

$95,386

29.0%

6.9%

5.6%

8.5%

Fidelity National Info (FIS)

$106.95

$84,780

39.6%

32.5%

45.2%

Fiserv (FISV)

$103.13

$90,110

57.1%

31.2%

$2,878.21

$83,974

NM

Global Payments (GPN)

$129.77

$47,156

Lightspeed Commerce (LSPD)

$49.39

Shift4 Payments (FOUR)

EV / Gross Profit
2021E
2022E

EV / EBITDA
2021E
2022E

7.4x

15.8x

14.1x

30.5x

26.6x

5.4x

5.0x

21.8x

17.2x

96.2x

88.5x

7.9%

6.1x

5.6x

16.2x

14.2x

13.7x

12.5x

42.8%

7.3%

5.8x

5.4x

10.5x

9.5x

14.2x

12.7x

74.8%

63.1%

38.0%

74.8x

54.2x

NA

NA

120.5x

85.9x

68.9%

40.4%

48.2%

9.8%

6.1x

5.6x

8.9x

8.1x

13.0x

11.5x

$6,771

49.4%

-2.0%

-4.1%

34.8%

12.7x

9.5x

25.5x

19.1x

NM

NM

$57.00

$3,767

33.9%

22.3%

35.0%

36.2%

7.2x

5.3x

26.3x

15.6x

21.2x

15.1x

Evertec (EVTC)

$50.04

$3,898

60.0%

41.2%

48.4%

6.1%

6.7x

6.3x

11.4x

10.5x

13.6x

13.1x

PaySafe (PSFE)

$3.64

$4,744

58.6%

24.1%

28.6%

4.5%

3.2x

3.1x

5.4x

5.3x

10.8x

10.8x

Repay Holdings (RPAY)

$21.15

$2,190

75.2%

38.6%

43.5%

30.6%

9.9x

7.6x

13.4x

10.1x

23.0x

17.5x

Evo Payments (EVOP)

$23.52

$2,270

85.0%

28.1%

36.8%

11.3%

4.6x

4.1x

5.4x

4.8x

12.8x

11.2x

Max

85.0%

74.8%

63.1%

38.0%

74.8x

54.2x

26.3x

19.1x

120.5x

88.5x

Average
Min

55.4%
29.0%

30.4%
-2.0%

35.1%
-4.1%

17.8%
4.5%

12.6x
3.2x

9.9x
3.1x

14.6x
5.4x

11.7x
4.8x

33.6x
10.8x

27.8x
10.8x

$14,166

80.5%

39.0%

43.6%

31.7%

19.6x

14.9x

24.5x

18.5x

45.2x

34.2x

Adyen (ADYEN)

Nuevi Corp (NVEI)

$97.35

EV / Sales
2021E
2022E

Source: Bloomberg, Wall Street Research and Spruce Point Estimates
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Capital Structure
Nuvei currently has a $14 billion enterprise value. We believe current market data providers fail to adjust its enterprise value
for a recent equity raise and other debt adjustments. Furthermore, subsequent to the quarter, Nuvei granted the CEO
additional equity incentives including over 2.2 million options. However, the strike price has not been disclosed and we’ve
excluded it from our analysis.
Spruce Point Adjusted Enterprise Value
$ in mm

Nuvei

Pro Forma
Pro Forma
October Equity Raise Capital Structure

Stock Price US$

$97.35

$123.13

$97.35

Basic and Diluted(1)

144.0

3.5

147.5

$14,015.4

$14,351.3

Short Term Debt

$8.5

$8.5

Long-Term Debt

$501.4

$501.4

Operating Lease Liability

$7.7

$7.7

Total Debt Outstanding

$517.6

$517.6

Plus: Non Controlling
Interest

$11.1

$11.1

Less: Cash and Equivalents

$288.7

Market Capitalization

Enterprise Value

$14,255.3

$424.8

Market Data Providers Have
The Incorrect Cash And Debt

$713.5
$14,166.4

1) Includes 139.5 basic and 4.5m diluted shares. Does not include 665,000 PSUs and 2,200,000 options
recently granted to the CEO as disclosed in the Q3’2021 MD&A
Source: Company financials, Spruce Point research

Source: Yahoo! Finance and Bloomberg
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SafeCharge Valuation
It’s instructive to evaluate SafeCharge’s valuation at the time of acquisition by Nuvei. For reference, Nuvei acquired the
business for 7.3x and 21.7x 2019E Adjusted Revenues and EBITDA. Based on our primary research, SafeCharge could
represent up to 30% of Nuvei’s current business profile.

SafeCharge Financials
$ in mm ex: EPS

SafeCharge Valuation

2018

LTM 6/30/19

2019E

2018

LTM 6/30/19

2019E

Revenues

$138.5

$151.0

$160.2

EV / Revenues

6.4x

5.9x

5.5x

Adj. Revenues

$101.4

NA

$121.7

EV / Adj. Revenues

8.8x

NA

7.3x

Adjusted EBITDA

$37.3

$40.6

$41.0

EV/ Adj EBITDA

23.8x

21.9x

21.7x

Free Cash Flow

$21.2

$26.6

$26.5

EV /Free Cash Flow

42.0x

33.4x

33.5x

Diluted EPS

$0.16

$0.14

$0.20

Price / Diluted EPS

34.2x

39.7x

27.8x

Source: Bloomberg for 2019E consensus estimates, Nuvei prospectus and SafeCharge financials
Note: Based on $889 deal valuation at $5.55 per share. Adjusted revenues to conform to Nuvei’s financial presentation (See: Slide)
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Valuation of Nuvei’s Acquisition Portfolio
We believe Nuvei is a mixture of acquisitions which on average have been acquired at approximately 5.6x revenues. We
estimate up to 40% of revenues are acquired and do not deserve to increase the value of the entire company given numerous
issues we’ve identified with specific acquisitions such as Base Commerce, Smart2Pay, SafeCharge and Vantage Payments.
Summary of Material Acquisitions
Simplex

Base
Commerce

Smart2Pay

SafeCharge

Vantage
Payments

Matrix

Blended
Average

Deal Close Date

9/1/21

1/1/21

11/2/20

8/1/19

1/1/18

11/19/18

--

Deal Value

$290.5

$89.7

$336.6

$889.0

$7.5

$30.9

$1,353.7

Deal Value Inc Earnout

$290.5

$96.7

$336.6

$889.0

$9.4

$34.7

$1,366.4

Approximate Sales

$43.2

$54.0

$62.3

$121.7

$3.2

$10.7

$251.9

Multiple of Sales

6.7x

1.8x

5.4x

7.3x

3.0x

3.2x

5.6x

Target

Spruce Point Issues

Sales
Organically
Declining

Organic decline
Founders
and margin issues
embroiled in Ponzi
prior to acq.
Suspicious margin Scheme litigation
Mysterious margin
increase post close and have left NVEI.
increase, possibly
Ties to adult porn
pre-owned by
industry
NVEI

Source: Nuvei financials
Note: Sales are annualized per company disclosures of contributions post acquisition
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Spruce Point Estimates 40% - 60% Downside
Spruce Point believes there is significant downside to Nuvei’s share price as the Company is overvalued on all financial
metrics, and should trade at best in-line with peer valuations, and at worse a material discount to reflect the numerous
concerns we’ve documented in our report.

Calendar Year Estimates
$ in millions, except per share data

Revenue Multiple

EBITDA Multiple

Spruce Point
Low Case

Market
Base Case

Spruce Point
Low Case

Market (Base)
Case

2022E Revenue / EBITDA

$902

$950

$393

$414

Multiple Range

6.0x

9.0x

15.0x

20.0x

2022E Enterprise Value

$5,413

$8,547

$5,897

$8,276

Less: Total Debt

($518)

($518)

($518)

($518)

Plus: Non Controlling Interest

$11

$11

$11

$11

Less: Cash and Equivalents

$714

$714

$714

$714

Equity Value

$5,560

$8,694

$6,044

$8,424

Diluted Shares (millions)

147.4

147.4

147.4

147.4

Implied Share Price

$37.72

$58.98

$41.00

$57.14

Upside / (Downside)

(61%)

(39%)

(58%)

(41%)

Note: Market base case assumes street projections and peer average multiple
Market data as of 12/07/2021. Downside based on current share price of $97.35
Source: Company financials, Spruce Point research
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